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The Word for Woman is Wilderness
Abi Andrews

A pioneering, genre-transgressing debut about
becoming a woman now, an awakening to the world
and our position in it
GO WEST, YOUNG WOMAN
Erin is nineteen. She’s never really left England, but she has
watched Bear Grylls and wonders why it’s always men who
get to go on all the wilderness adventures. So Erin sets off on a
voyage into the wild, a one-woman challenge to the archetype
of the rugged male explorer.
As Erin’s journey takes her through the Arctic Circle, across the
entire breadth of the American continent and finally to a lonely
cabin in the wilds of Alaska, she explores subjects as diverse
as the moon landings, the Gaia hypothesis, loneliness, nuclear
war, shamanism and the pill.

UK: Serpent’s Tail - February 2018
UK Editor: Nick Sheerin
US Rights: DHA (HM)
Primary Agent: HM
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
Rights Sold:
German - Hoffman und Campe
Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - YES (black and white by
the author)
Material Available - Page proofs

Filled with a sense of wonder for the natural world and a fierce
love for preserving it, this novel is a funny, frank and tender
account of a young woman in uncharted territory.
A timely, original and brave response to a gap in literature, The
Word for Woman is Wilderness is Walden meets I Love Dick, for
fans of Margaret Atwood and Maggie Nelson.
Abi Andrews was born in 1991 in the Midlands, and now lives and
works in South East London. She studied English and Creative
Writing at Goldsmiths, and her work has been published in
Tender journal, The Telegraph, The Dark Mountain Project
and The Bohemyth amongst others. The Word for Woman is
Wilderness is her debut novel.

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
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Mother
Hannah Begbie

An exceptionally powerful debut, Mother explores the
sharp edges of parenthood
When her daughter Mia finally arrives, Cath is delighted by the
prospect of a life newly-filled with nappies and night-feeds
and mother-and-baby groups. It has been a long and painful
struggle to get there.
But her idyll lasts just twenty-five days. On the twenty-fifth day
Mia is diagnosed with a deadly genetic illness and the new life
that Cath had anticipated is instead filled with antibiotics and
breathing therapies and statistics about her daughter’s future.

UK: HarperCollins - May 2018
UK Editor: Martha Ashby
US Rights: HarperCollins
Primary Agent: VB
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: St John Donald
(United Agents)
Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Cath’s anxiety and grief isolates her from other mothers and
from her friends, her family and her husband, driving her into
loneliness and despair – until she meets someone who can
finally offer her comfort and reassurance: Richard, married, and
father to a teenage daughter with the same illness as Mia.
Richard is utterly convinced that their children’s illness is on the
brink of being cured. This is everything that Cath has longed to
hear; she is quickly seduced by his confidence. In Cath, Richard
also finds what he has been searching for: someone who’ll
believe him when he says that everything is going to be okay
in the end.
But as the relationship develops it ends up threatening the lives
of both their respective children. All too late Cath sees that
her actions, far from helping her child, may end up stripping
decades from Mia’s lifespan. In a complex tangle of selfish
desire, fear, denial and duty, must Cath’s new identity as a
‘mother’ now trump all others as she seeks to atone? And if so,
what else will be left of her?
Hannah Begbie studied Art History and Social & Political Sciences
at Cambridge University. She went on to become an agent at
United Agents where, for 15 years, she represented BAFTA and
Edinburgh Comedy Award-winning writers and comedians. At
five weeks of age her second son Griffin was diagnosed with
cystic fibrosis. Among other things, the diagnosis changed her
ambitions for the years ahead. Her first new decision was to
become an advocate for the CF community, leaving agenting
and joining the board of The Cystic Fibrosis Trust. She also
decided to devote time to her long-held wish to write fiction.
She embarked upon The Novel Studio course at City University
where she began to develop Mother, going on to win that
year’s new writing prize.
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I Love You Too Much
Alicia Drake

A devastating coming-of-age story told from the sidelines
of Parisian perfection
I knew I was in Paris, I knew that was the Seine beneath me,
the sky above, but when I looked around for help, the grand
apartment buildings of the quai Voltaire stared back at me,
indifferent.
In the sixth arrondissement everything is perfect except for the
loneliness. This is the Paris of thirteen-year-old Paul. Shy and
unloved, he quietly observes the lives of the self-involved grownups around him: his glamorous Maman, her younger musician
lover and his fitness-obsessed Papa. Always overlooked, it’s
only a matter of time before Paul sees something that he’s not
supposed to see…

UK: Picador - 8th February 2018
UK Editor: Paul Baggaley
US: Little,Brown - 23rd January 2018
US Editor: Judy Clain
Primary Agent: HM
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)
Additional Info:
Extent - 177 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Page proofs
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Seeking solace in an unlikely friendship with tear-away classmate
Scarlett and the temptation of the numerous patisseries in his
elegant neighbourhood, Paul searches for unconditional love.
But what will he do if he can’t find it?
Alicia Drake was educated at Cambridge University, and she
recently returned to the United Kingdom after residing and
working in Paris for the past eighteen years. Drake has written
regularly for a variety of publications including the International
Herald Tribune, Travel and Leisure, W and British Vogue. This is
her first novel.
Praise for I Love You Too Much:
‘Alicia Drake’s beautifully written tale... Feels like the
enfant naturel of Henry James’s What Maisie Knew and
Deborah Levy’s Swimming Home. I couldn’t put it down.’
- Anne Korkeakivi, author of Shining Sea
‘A timely look at the carnage caused by parental narcissism.
Funny, waspish, astute, l Love You Too Much is a heart
breaking tale from the tubby sidelines of Parisian perfection.’
- Denise Mina, author of The Long Drop
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Scorn
Paul Hoffman

Someone is eating priests and it has to stop!
From the author of the bestselling Left Hand of God trilogy
comes a sharply intelligent and darkly funny Dr Jekyll and Mr
Hyde for the 21st century.
Raised by violence in a Catholic boarding school, depressed
physicist Aaron Gall lives a life of misery anchored by his painful
childhood memories. But when an accident at the Large Hadron
Collider opens a miniature black hole in his brain, Aaron’s life is
utterly transformed. Suddenly filled with a new zest for life, he
finds himself inspired to track down the priests who caused him
so much trauma and to talk to them about the effect they had
on his life. And then eat them.

UK: Red Opera (via KDP) - 7th
September 2017
UK Editor: N/A
US: Red Opera (via KDP)
Primary Agent: AG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)
Additional Info:
Extent - 498 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Final files
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - English Agency Japan

Told from the perspective of both murderer and the two
detectives tasked with bringing him to justice, Scorn is a bold
and sharp look at modern society filled with tragedy, pitchblack humour and gripping revenge.
Paul Hoffman is the son of Irish immigrants and spent six years
detained without trial in a Catholic boarding school. His novels
include The Wisdom of Crocodiles and the bestselling Left Hand
of God trilogy, which has been translated into thirty languages.

Praise for The Left Hand of God:
‘Tremendous
momentum
and
characterisation.’ - Daily Telegraph

wonderfully

strong

‘So entertaining…a cult classic.’ - Daily Express
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The Six Loves of Billy Binns
Richard Lumsden

A deeply moving debut novel about love, desire,
heartache and loss told against the backdrop of the
changing 20th century
At 117 years old, Billy Binns is the oldest man in Europe and he
knows his time is running out. But Billy has one final desire – he
wants to remember what love feels like one last time. As Billy
looks back with great honesty and humour at the relationships
that have shaped his life and made him the man he is today,
he recalls a life full of hope, passion, heartbreak and – above
all – love.
Perfect for fans of William Boyd’s Any Human Heart and Rachel
Joyce’s The Pilgrimage of Harold Fry.

UK: On submission
UK Editor: N/A
US Rights: DHA (JF)
Primary Agent: JF
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Richard Lumsden has worked as an actor, writer and composer
in television, film and theatre for over twenty-five years. As
an actor his films include Downhill, Sightseers and Sense and
Sensibility as well as numerous television shows and theatre
productions. The Six Loves of Billy Binns is his first novel.

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
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The Water Cure
Sophie Mackintosh

A dreamlike and compulsive debut from a radical new
voice in literary fiction
If the men come to you, show yourself some mercy. Don’t stick
around and wait for them to put you out of your misery…
Once upon a time, damaged women came here to be cured.
We took them in, fed them glasses of our good, clean water, let
them scream on the clifftops until their throats bled. Now, no
one visits us. King has died, leaving Mother in charge. And the
safe compound he built around us, far away from a toxic world,
is about to be breached…

UK: Hamish Hamilton - 24th May 2018
UK Editor: Hermione Thompson
US: Doubleday - February 2019
US Editor: Margo Shickmanter
Primary Agent: HM
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)
Rights Sold:
Czech - Mlada Fronta
Additional Info:
Extent - approx 67,000 words
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript. Edited manuscript due
October 2017
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Imagine a world very close to our own: where women are not
safe in their bodies, where desperate measures are required
to raise a daughter. This is the story of Grace, Lia and Sky, kept
apart from the world for their own good and taught the terrible
things that every woman must learn about love. And it is the
story of the men who come to find them, bringing desire and
destruction in their wake.
In the spirit of The Virgin Suicides and The Handmaid’s Tale,
The Water Cure is a blazing vision of suffering, sisterhood and
transformation which brings us face-to-face with the true
brutality of love, demanding to know the price of survival for
women in a hostile world.

Sophie Mackintosh was born in South Wales in 1988, and is
currently based in London. Her fiction and poetry has been
published in Granta Magazine, The White Review and TANK
Magazine, amongst others. Her short story ‘Grace’ is the winner
of the 2016 White Review Short Story Prize, and her story ‘The
Running Ones’ won the Virago/Stylist Short Story competition in
2016. The Water Cure is her first novel.
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The House of Unexpected Sisters
Alexander McCall Smith

The latest from The No.1 Ladies’ Detective Agency

At Botswana’s No 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency, Precious
Ramotswe and Grace Makutsi are intrigued by the dismissal of
an employee at a thriving local business. The ladies proceed
with investigations as they are inclined to do - with Mma
Makutsi’s customary vigour, and Mma Ramotswe’s rather more
subtle caution. Soon enough, discoveries are made... marital
subterfuge, undue influence and commercial chicanery!
Clearly, there is more to this dismissal than first imagined.
While Mma Makutsi’s focus is firmly on the case, Mma
Ramotswe’s attention is diverted by personal matters. Not only
has her disgraced ex-husband reappeared in town, but she has
stumbled on an unsettling family secret of her own - one that
might threaten what she holds closest to her heart.
UK: Little,Brown - 7th September 2017
UK Editor: Richard Beswick
US: Pantheon - 7th November 2017
US Editor: Edward Kastenmeier
Primary Agent: CW
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)
Additional Info:
Extent - 240 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Final files
All Titles and Previous Publishers
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

As Mma Ramotswe contemplates this painful possibility, she
must draw on her strength and compassion and confront the
House of Unexpected Sisters.
Alexander McCall Smith is the author of over eighty books on
a wide array of subjects, including the award-winning The No.1
Ladies’ Detective Agency series. He is also the author of the
world’s longest-running serial novel, 44 Scotland Street. His
books have been translated into forty-six languages and he is
Professor Emeritus of Medical Law at the University of Edinburgh.
Praise for the The No.1 Ladies Detective Agency series:
‘There is no end to the pleasure that may be extracted from
these books.’ - New York Times (on Precious and Grace)
‘Enchanting ... McCall Smith’s blend of gentle humor and
insights into human nature is irresistible.’ - Publishers Weekly (on
Precious and Grace)
‘An ultra-smooth ride . . . almost more blissful than even McCall
Smith’s millions of regular devotees could pray for or hope.’
- Scotsman (on The Handsome Man’s Deluxe Café)
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Alexander McCall Smith
The Good Pilot, Peter Woodhouse
A wartime story of love, loss and loyalty
Val is working as a land girl when the Americans arrived at the
nearby airfield in 1944. Mike, a young American airman, came
into her life soon after, and so too does Peter Woodhouse, a
dog badly treated on a neighbouring farm and taken in by her
aunt.

The Good Pilot, Peter Woodhouse
UK: Birlinn - 2nd November 2017
UK Editor: Neville Moir
US Rights: DHA (CW)
Primary Agent: CW
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)
Additional Info:
Extent - 256 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript due September 2017

Little persuasion is needed for Mike to take Peter Woodhouse
to the airbase where he becomes the mascot of the American
squadron, flying with them whenever they take to the skies.
When their plane is shot down over Holland both Mike and
Peter Woodhouse are feared lost.
But miraculously, Mike and Peter Woodhouse survive the crash
and are taken in by the Dutch resistance. With the help of a
German officer, Ubi, the pair remain in hiding and plan then to
return to Val...

The Second-Worst Restaurant in France
The new perfectly charming standalone
We first met lovelorn food writer Paul Stuart in My Italian Bulldozer,
desribed by the Yorkshire Post as ‘refreshingly original....
deliciously farcical.’ Now, Alexander McCall Smith takes Paul on
a further adventure, this time to the culinary captial of Europe,
France. But can Paul have an improving effect on the secondworst restaurant in France?

The Second-Worst Restaurant in
France
UK: Birlinn - 2018
UK Editor: Neville Moir
US Rights: DHA (CW)
Primary Agent: CW
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)
Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript due December 2017

Alexander McCall Smith is the author of over eighty books on
a wide array of subjects, including the award-winning The No.1
Ladies’ Detective Agency series. He is also the author of the
world’s longest-running serial novel, 44 Scotland Street. His books
have been translated into forty-six languages and he is Professor
Emeritus of Medical Law at the University of Edinburgh.

All Titles and Previous Publishers
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg; Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
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Let Me Be Like Water
S.K.Perry

UK: Melville House - May 2018
UK Editor: Nikki Griffiths
US Rights: Melville House
Primary Agent: LW
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
Additional Info:
Extent - approx 60,000 words
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript. Edited manuscript due
September 2017
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

A jagged but tender love story for fans of Maggie
O’Farrell’s After You’d Gone and Jenny Offil’s Department
of Speculation
I’ve met a man called Frank. He’s seventy, a magician, and
he tells me I need to slow down. He tells me things always work
out ok when you’re by the sea. But without you I don’t know
what ok means. I only know the empty space behind me in
the mornings, the quiet while I eat breakfast, the cold spaces,
the missing. I look at my hands and try to remember what I
was before you, try to work out whether I will ever feel like a
someone again. I thought it would be enough to escape our
city, our routines, our friends. I thought it would be enough to sit
with the waves on Brighton Beach and have sex with strangers
and run and run until my body hurt as much as my heart. But I
still feel lost and lonely. I still look at the waves and think about
being part of them, holding my breath until all that is left is the
water.

Let Me Be Like Water is the story of the losses we must learn
to carry; of finding hope in unexpected places; of working out
how to be human.
S.K.Perry graduated from Oxford University in 2012. She has
worked at an intiative implenty arts-based social justice and
PEN International, and has a writer/teacher MA from Goldsmiths
University.
Sarah was longlisted for London’s Young Poet Laureate in
2013 and was a resident artist at the Roundhouse in Camden;
she performs poetry with Kid Glove Collective and Burn After
Reading. She was Cityread Young Writer in Residence 2014 &
was commissioned by Cityread and Spread The Word to write
24 poems about Soho; Curious Hands: 24 Hours in Soho was
published in 2015. Let Me Be Like Water is her first novel.
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Tale of a Tooth
Allie Rogers

A story of domestic control and abuse like none you have
read before
Danny is four years old. He sees the world with an observant eye
and rich imagination. His life with his Meemaw has love but little
money. When they are threatened with a benefits sanction, an
adviser from the job centre steps in to intervene. This woman,
seemingly generous and kind, will explode in their small family
like a grenade.
Through Danny’s eyes, and in Danny’s words, you are taken to
a place where love is cornered, distorted and threatened with
destruction. It will take all the intelligence and courage he can
muster if his family is to survive.

UK: Legend Press - 2018
UK Editor: Lauren Parsons
US Rights: DHA (VB)
Primary Agent: VB
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Allie Rogers lives in Brighton with her partner and two children.
Her debut novel Little Gold is a deeply affecting, coming of
age novel published by Legend Press in 2017. Tale of a Tooth will
be published in 2018.

Praise for Little Gold:
‘Life affirming and triumphant.’ - Mark A. Radcliffe
‘Wonderfully moving and atmospheric.’ - Catherine Hall
‘Vivid and touching… this book left me haunted long after I put
it down.’ - Umi Sinha
‘Brilliantly handled… a great first novel.’ - Bethan Roberts
‘I found myself
- Alison Smith

engrossed…

a

vibrant,

moving

tale.’
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Anatomy of a Scandal
Sarah Vaughan

You want to believe your husband. She wants to destroy
him.
Part courtroom thriller; part portrait of a marriage, Anatomy of a
Scandal is a disarming and provocative psychological drama
that is set to be the biggest international launch of 2018.
Sophie’s husband, James, is a loving father and a successful
public figure. Yet he stands accused of a terrible crime. Sophie
is convinced he is innocent and desperate to protect her
precious family from the lies that threaten to engulf him. She’s
kept his darkest secret ever since they were first lovers, at Oxford.
And if she stood by him then, she can do it now.

UK: Simon & Schuster - 11th January
2018
UK Editor: Jo Dickinson
US: Emily Bestler Books (Simon &
Schuster) - 23rd January 2018
Primary Agent: LK
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
Rights Sold:
Bulgarian – Enthusiast
Catalan – Roca Editorial de Libros
Czech – Host
French – Livre de Poche (Préludes)
German – Bastei Lubbe
Italian – Stile Libero
Lithuanian – Baltos Lankos
Norwegian – Gyldendal Norsk
Polish – Burda
Portuguese in Portugal – 20/20
Editora
Russian – AST
Spanish – Roca
Turkish – Penguen Kitap/Ithaki
Ukrainian - Family Leisure Club
Additional Info:
Extent - 392 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Final files

Kate is the barrister prosecuting his case. She’s certain that
James is guilty and determined he should pay. No stranger to
suffering herself, she doesn’t flinch from posing the questions
few want to hear. About what happens between a man and a
woman when they’re alone: alone in bed, alone in an embrace,
alone in a lift…
Is James the victim of an unfortunate misunderstanding or the
perpetrator of a sinister crime? Who is right: Sophie or Kate? This
scandal will have far-reaching consequences for them all.
Sarah Vaughan is a former journalist who lives in Cambridge
with her family. Inspired by her experiences as a news reporter
and political correspondent, together with her time as a student
at the University of Oxford, Anatomy of a Scandal explores the
issue of privilege, power and the perception of truth.
Praise for Anatomy of a Scandal:
‘A whip-smart, grown up thriller with a hugely relevant moral
question at its core.’– Tammy Cohen
‘Think House of Cards meets The Secret History.’ – Fiona Cummins
‘So beautifully written, clever and compelling. I was gripped
right up to the final page.’– Claire Douglas
‘The best courtroom drama since Apple Tree Yard … sensational’
– Clare Mackintosh
‘Brilliant, shocking, and gripping, once I started, I couldn’t
stop reading’ – Claire Fuller, bestselling author of Our Endless
Numbered Days

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
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Break.up
Joanna Walsh

‘Joanna Walsh is fast becoming
one of our most important writers.’ - Deborah Levy
The internet has collapsed the boundaries of time, space, and
desire. However far apart lovers are, they can instantly be
present. So can they ever really break up?
This is the question Walsh’s narrator must reckon with as she
travels across Europe after the end of a love affair conducted
largely online. This pilgrimage through ‘offline’ space dictated
by chance - on railways, on buses, on planes and, above all,
on foot - wrestles with the dangers of converting longing into
language, and reclaims and reshapes the territory of the male
travel writer by creating personal and innovative maps of cities
by which Walsh navigates the complexities of modern love.

From Rome to Budapest, Freud to Foucault, algorithms to
UK: Tuskar Rock (Serpent’s Tail/Profile) nostalgia, this is a stimulating, original work which dismantles
what we know of love, and how we make art from it, and finds
- May 2018
a new form and language for the way we love now.
UK Editor: Colm Tóibín and Peter
Straus
US Rights: Semiotexte - May 2018
US Editor: Chris Kraus
Primary Agent: HM
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)
Additional Info:
Extent - 288 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Edited
manuscript due October 2017
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Joanna Walsh is an internationally-published writer of fiction
and creative non-fiction. She is also a critic for The Guardian
and New Statesman, and an editor at 3:AM Magazine and
Catapult. Her books include Vertigo (And Other Stories), Hotel
(Bloomsbury), Seed (Visual Editions), Worlds for the World’s End
(And Other Stories). She is the winner of the 2017 Arts Foundation
Award for Creative Non-Fiction.
Praise for Joanna Walsh:
‘Break.up is steeped in the pure poetics of now, it exudes a
vivid sense of a rich sensibility reconfigured and refracted in
the age of cheap travel, email messages and cyberlove. It is
a smart, allusive meditation on longing, on solitude, on the lure
of cities and on the sheer fragility of experience and feeling.’
- Colm Tóibín
‘Walsh is a sublimely elegant writer...Artful and intelligent.’
- New Statesman
‘Walsh’s writing has intellectual rigour and bags of formal
bravery...Boldly intellectual work.’ - Financial Times
‘Walsh’s closest literary ally is probably Lydia Davis, with whom
she shares a brevity and starkness of expression... Walsh’s
refreshing humour — sometimes biting; sometimes absurd
- lends her work a poignancy that is genuinely affecting.’
- Times Literary Supplement
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The Shepherd’s Hut
Tim Winton

An exquisite, brutal coming of age novel

Ever since fifteen year old Jaxie’s mum died of cancer, leaving
him alone with his violent, drunk father, Jaxie has wished his dad
dead. Then one day he returns home to find his father’s body
in the garage, crushed by his own car as he tried to mend it.
When Jaxie sees his dad’s body he knows he has to leave, to
escape the town and the accusations of murder that will come
his way, and to get to Magnet to see his cousin Lee, the only
friend he has ever had and the girl he wants to spend the rest
of his life with.

UK: Picador - 28th June 2018
UK Editor: Sophie Jonathan
US Rights: Jenny Darling Associates
AUS: Hamish Hamilton - 12th March
2018
Primary Agent: Jenny Darling/ VB
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: Jenny Darling
Associates
Rights Sold:
German - Luchterhand
Additional Info:
Extent - 217 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Edited
manuscript
All Titles and Previous Publishers
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

So Jaxie sets out into the vast bush to hide out until he is sure
he isn’t being followed, avoiding the highway, surviving on the
animals he shoots. Eventually he comes across a solitary camp.
Its sole resident, ex-priest Fintan MacGillis, has been there for
eight years, visited only every six months by someone who
brings him supplies. Fintan’s life of isolation is both escape from
a terrible crime and exile, his punishment that he will never have
an opportunity to confess. Drawn together by an agreement
that neither will speak about their past, Jaxie and Fintan form a
bond, and Jaxie finds himself forced to grow from a child to a
man in order to protect someone more vulnerable.
Tim Winton has published 26 books for adults and children, and
his work has been translated into 28 languages. Since his first
novel, An Open Swimmer, won the Australian Vogel Award
in 1981, he has won the Miles Franklin Award four times (for
Shallows, Cloudstreet, Dirt Music and Breath) and twice been
shortlisted for the Booker Prize (for The Riders and Dirt Music).

Praise for Tim Winton:
‘Both a celebration of Australia’s wild places and an
impassioned argument for their preservation . . . Island Home is
a masterclass’ - Telegraph (on Island Home)
‘Winton has a raptor’s eye for telling images and tender acts.’
- The Sunday Telegraph (on Eyrie)
‘Vividly written in a seemingly effortless prose that never puts a
foot wrong, pulling off fine effects without strain… [a] triumphant
novel keeps you turning the page.’ - The Sunday Times (on Dirt
Music)
‘His stories artfully clarify life’s abrupt turns, but it is his prose
that makes the work exceptional with its liveliness and flow.’
- Observer (on The Turning)
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On a Beautiful Day
Lucy Diamond

On a beautiful day, your life could change forever…
It’s a beautiful day in Manchester and four friends are meeting
for a birthday lunch. But then they witness a shocking accident
just metres away which acts as a catalyst for each of them.
For Laura, it’s a wake-up call to heed the ticking of her biological
clock. Sensible Juliet finds herself throwing caution to the wind
in a new relationship. Eve, who has been trying to ignore the
worrying lump in her breast, feels helpless and out of control.
And happy-go-lucky India is drawn to one of the victims of the
accident, causing long-buried secrets to rise to the surface.

UK: Macmillan - 11th January 2018
UK Editor: Caroline Hogg
US Rights: DHA (LK)
Primary Agent: LK
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)

This is a novel about the startling and unexpected turns life
can take. It’s about luck – good and bad – and about finding
bravery and resilience when your world is in turmoil. Above all,
it’s about friendship, togetherness and hope.

Lucy Diamond is a top five bestselling author in the UK, selling
well over 100,000 copies of each novel across hardcover,
paperback and ebook.

Additional Info:
Extent - approx 113,000 words
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Copyedited
manuscript

Praise for Lucy Diamond’s The House of New Beginnings:

All Titles and Previous Publishers

‘Seamless, engaging, believable, fun and heartfelt.’ - Heat

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

‘An absolute treat.’ - Katie Fforde

‘A delightful read.’ - Prima

Commercial Fiction 14

Where the Light Gets In
Lucy Dillon

An inspiring, life-enhancing novel that will make you see
your life afresh...
Underneath her charming smile, Lorna Larkham worries. She
worries that she’s missed out on her mother’s creative genes,
and torments herself about their strained relationship before
she died. She despairs that her gallery in Longhampton, on
which she gambled her small inheritance, is doomed, stuffed
as it is with lopsided pottery and oversized cow paintings. Lorna
also secretly worries that no man will ever topple her unrequited
teenage crush on her sister’s friend, Sam: the farmer’s son who
made a break for London – and a mud-free, obligation-free
existence – as soon as he could.

UK:Transworld - Spring 2018
UK Editor: Francesca Best
US Rights: DHA (LK)
Primary Agent: LK
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)
Additional Info:
Extent - approx 115,000 words
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Edited
manuscript
All Titles and Previous Publishers
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Lorna’s best hope for turning her life around lies with
Longhampton’s only celebrated artist, Joyce Rothery. Reclusive
Joyce lives alone with her Border terrier, and her memories of
a much more colourful life: she stopped painting when her
husband died, and her house has become as dark as her grief.
To her chagrin, Lorna can’t persuade Joyce to paint again. But
Joyce does agree to give Lorna something she desperately
needs – one perfect idea for a festival that will relaunch the
gallery and Lorna’s own belief in herself. The only problem
is, Joyce’s idea comes with a startling condition that could
change Lorna’s life forever.
As Joyce and Lorna’s venture begins to unfold its wings, their
unexpected friendship grows – a friendship which proves that
light can find its way into the bleakest places, and shine most
brightly in the darkest moments. And Lorna finally begins to
understand that love, like courage, comes in every colour of
the rainbow.

Lucy Dillon won the Romantic Novelists’ Association
Contemporary Romantic Novel prize in 2015 for A Hundred
Pieces of Me, and the Romantic Novel of the Year Award in
2010 for Lost Dogs and Lonely Hearts. This is her eighth novel,
and the first to be published by Transworld.

Praise for One Small Act of Kindness:
‘Bittersweet, lovely and ultimately redemptitive; the kind
of book that makes you want to live your own life better.’
- Jojo Moyes
‘Such a brilliant book. So satisfying and clever and deeply
moving. I’ll be passing it on to all my friends.’- Sophie Kinsella
‘Lucy Dillon’s books make the world a better place.’ – Heat

Commercial Fiction 15

Anyone for Seconds
Laurie Graham

It’s the return of Lizzie Partridge of Perfect Meringues
fame. Anyone for Seconds?
You wake up one morning and what do you find? Your career
as a TV cook has been eclipsed by the likes of Nigella and
Jamie. There are no petitions to bring back Lizzie Partridge
and her Perfect Meringues. Added to which, your best friend
has become a National Treasure, your formerly scowly, grungy
daughter has become a high-achieving yummy mummy and
your live-in lover, a man universally described as an absolute
diamond, has called time and moved out. What do you do?
You could sit in your dressing gown all day, eat baked beans
from a tin and wait for wine o’clock. Or you could get a grip,
shape up and take a chance - on a new man, a new haircut,
and a passing TV bandwagon. You could make a comeback
as the opinionated, un-PC dinosaur you seem to have become.

UK: Quercus - August 2018
UK Editor: Jane Wood
US Rights: Quercus
Primary Agent: AMG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)
Additional Info:
Extent - approx 100,000 words
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript due October 2017

Laurie Graham is a former Daily Telegraph columnist and
contributing editor of She magazine. The author of several
acclaimed novels, including Perfect Meringues, and most
recently The Night in Question and The Early Birds, Laurie lives
in Dublin. Her social comedies have been described as a cross
between the writing of Victoria Wood and Alan Bennett.
Praise for Perfect Meringues:

All Titles and Previous Publishers

‘Her comic touch is sure and accurate ... If Victoria
Wood wrote a novel, it would read something like this.’ Independent

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

‘Comic social comment mixed with romantic comedy ... a
gift for timing, an impeccable ear for dialogue and an eye for
detail ... skilled and highly engaging.’ - The Times

Commercial Fiction 16

The Perfectly Imperfect Woman
Milly Johnson

Second chances can arrive when you least expect them
Marnie Salt has made so many mistakes in her life that she fears
she will never get on the right track. But when she ‘meets’ an
old lady on a baking chatroom and begins confiding in her,
little does she know how her life will change.
When they arrange to see each other for lunch, Marnie
discovers that Lilian is every bit as mad and delightful as she’d
hoped – and that she owns a whole village in the Yorkshire
Dales, which has been passed down through generations. And
when Marnie needs a refuge after a crisis, she ups sticks and
heads for Wychwell – a temporary measure, so she thinks.

UK: Simon & Schuster - 18th February
2018
UK Editor: Jo Dickinson
US Rights: DHA (LK)
Primary Agent: LK
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript. Edited manuscript due
October 2017

But soon Marnie finds that Wychwell has claimed her as its own
and she is duty bound not to leave. Even if what she has to
do makes her as unpopular as a force 12 gale in a confetti
factory! But everyone has imperfections, as Marnie comes to
realise, and that is not such a bad thing – after all, your flaws are
perfect for the heart that is meant to love you.

The Perfectly Imperfect Woman is the heart-warming and
hilarious new novel from the queen of popular fiction – a novel
of family, love and redemption… and how to mend a broken
heart.

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Milly Johnson is a Sunday Times top five bestselling author.
Her novels are about the universal issues of friendship, family,
betrayal, rather nice food and a little bit of that magic in life
that sometimes visits the unsuspecting. The Perfectly Imperfect
Woman is her fourteenth book.

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Praise for Milly Johnson:
‘Bursting with warmth and joie de vivre.’ - Jill Mansell (on An
Autumn Crush)
‘Warm, optimistic and romantic.’ - Katie Fforde (on Here Come
the Girls)
‘An irresistibly feel-good read.’ - Jane Costello (on Here Come
the Girls)

Commercial Fiction 17

The Year of Surprising Acts of Kindness
Laura Kemp

Welcome to Dwynwyn: Village of Love. Where friendship
flourishes and love blossoms
When Ceri Price arrives in the small seaside village of Dwynwen
in West Wales, she only means to stay for a couple of nights long enough to scatter her mother’s ashes, and then go back
to her life as a successful make-up entrepreneur.
Then a case of mistaken identities means she lands a job as the
barmaid in the local pub – a job that brings an unexpected
friendship, and the possibility of love… But when plans for a new
housing estate put the local woodland under threat, she fears
the way of life here could disappear.

UK: Orion - 11th January 2018
UK Editor: Clare Hey
US Rights: DHA (LK)
Primary Agent: LK
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)

Then mysterious acts of kindness start springing up around the
village - a string of bunting adorns the streets, a new village
signpost appears out of nowhere and someone provides paint
to spruce up the houses on the seafront. Who is behind these
acts of kindness and can they help in the race to save the
village from the faceless developers...?

Laura Kemp lives in Cardiff with her supportive husband,
gorgeous son, playful dog and ancient cat. With 15 years
Additional Info:
journalistic experience and several successful books to her
Extent - approx 105,000 words
name, writing is her escape and her love. Her most recent
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Final, copyedited novel, Whatever Happened to Vicky Hope’s Back Up Man, was
published by Aria in January 2017.
manuscript
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Praise for Whatever Happened To Vicky Hope’s Back-Up Man:
‘Gorgeous! Funny, clever, romantic and real, it’s brilliant.’
- Rachael Lucas
‘Witty, warm and wise with the funniest one-liners. Laura Kemp
delivers another winner.’ - Milly Johnson
‘Fun but with real heart, this is the perfect way to start 2017.’
- Fabulous Magazine

Commercial Fiction 18

Heartaches and Christmas Cakes
Amy Miller

December 1940: All that Audrey Barton wants is her family
together for Christmas. But wartime changes everything…
The Barton family bakery in Bournemouth has been at the heart
of the town for generations: Audrey and Charlie Barton have
never been rich, but their bread and cakes – and their love and
advice – have enriched the lives of others in the town for many
years.
When war breaks out, it doesn’t take long for trouble to arrive
on the bakery doorstep. Audrey fears for her brother Arthur who
has joined up to fight. The family waits anxiously for news that he
is safe. Audrey’s stepsister Lily comes to stay, but she is clearly
hiding a secret.

UK: Bookouture - 20th October 2017
UK Editor: Jenny Geras
US Rights: Bookouture
Primary Agent: VB
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)
Additional Info:
Extent - approx 73,500 words
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Edited
manuscript
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

And a silent and strange little girl is evacuated to the town – will
Audrey get to the heart of what is ailing her? Audrey battles to
keep hope and love alive in tumultuous times. But when disaster
strikes at Christmas, will her efforts be in vain?
This is the first book in a heartwarming and romantic new saga
series.
For fans of Sheila Newberry, Mary Gibson and Katie Flynn
Amy Miller is the pseudonym of Amy Bratley, who started her
writing life working on magazines and newspapers. She has
previously written three women’s fiction novels published by
Pan Macmillan, the first of which was a bestseller in Italy. Her
day job is being a contributing editor on both a vintage interiors
magazine and a food magazine, two subjects she’s passionate
about. Amy lives in Dorset with her husband and two children.

Praise for Amy Miller (as Amy Bratley):
‘Inspired by the vintage trend, The Girls’ Guide to
Homemaking by Amy Bratley is a novel about easing
heartbreak
by
using
‘50s
homemaking
manuals.’
- ASOS magazine
‘This of-the-moment debut novel by this brilliant writer features
rotten men, good men, hand-made parons and family secrets.
It’s a fresh new style of chick lit which everyone will find utterly
unputdownable.’ - Take It Easy
‘Superior’ - Grazia

Commercial Fiction 19

Little Big Man
Katy Regan

Sometimes it takes a little boy to see the big things in life
Meet 10-year-old Zac – a boy on a mission – in Katy Regan’s
new novel Little Big Man…

You can’t see the truth from the outside, that’s what I’ve
worked out.
Ten-year-old Zac has never met his dad, who allegedly did a
runner before he was born. But when his mum lets slip that he’s
the only man she’s ever loved, Zac turns detective and, roping
in his best friend, hatches a plan to find his father and give
his mum the happy-ever-after she deserves. What he doesn’t
realise, though, is that sometimes people have good reasons
for disappearing...
UK: Macmillan - 19th April 2018
UK Editor: Sam Humphreys
US: Berkley Books - 5th June 2018
US Editor : Amanda Bergeron
Primary Agent: LK
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
Rights Sold:
Dutch - HarperCollins Holland
German - Heyne/Diana
Italian - Mondadori
Additional Info:
Extent - approx 111,000 words
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Edited
manuscript
All Titles and Previous Publishers
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Little Big Man is a story about family secrets and fierce, familial
love. It’s about growing up and being accepted; grief and lies,
and the damage they can do. Most of all though, it’s about a
little boy determined to hunt down the truth; a boy who wants
to give the Dad he’s never met a second chance to be a father
– and his mum a second chance at love.

Katy Regan was brought up in the northern seaside town of
Morecambe. She went on to study English and French at Leeds
University where she became features editor of the student
newspaper before moving to London. She worked at 19
magazine before joining Marie Claire as a writer in 2002. Little
Big Man is her fifth novel. It will published under the title Little Big
Love in the US. Katy, who has one son, now lives in Hertfordshire.

Praise for The Story of You:
‘A touching and deeply emotional tale. Prepare to be hooked’
- Heat (5 stars)
‘Heart-breaking and funny in equal measure, we can’t
recommend this highly enough.’ - Closer (5 stars)
‘I absolutely adored The Story of You: So beautifully written, with
a story that grips right from the start’ - Miranda Dickinson

Commercial Fiction 20

The Nightjar
Deborah Hewitt

For fans of Philip Pullman’s His Dark Materials, Neil Gaiman’s
Neverwhere and Ben Aaronovitch’s Rivers of London, The
Nightjar is a gripping, beautifully imagined and richly detailed
novel inspired by Finnish mythology and folklore
Alice Wyndham has been haunted by strange visions of birds
for most of her life. The only person who’s always been there
for her and not judged her is her oldest friend, Jen. But when a
tragic accident leaves Jen in a coma, Alice has no one to turn
to.
With the appearance of the mysterious and alluring Crowley,
Alice’s world is turned on its head. Crowley reveals that Alice is
an Aviarist: a person capable of seeing the magical birds called
nightjars that guard the souls of every human. Crowley tells Alice
that Jen’s nightjar has flown away to The Black Menagerie,
Death’s own aviary. Without it, there’s no hope that Jen will
recover and Alice is the only one who can save her.

UK: On submission
UK Editor: n/a
US Rights: DHA (JF)
Primary Agent: JF
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)

With Crowley’s help, Alice travels to the Rookery – a hidden
city within the London she knows – and begins to hone her
newfound Aviarist talents in order to save her best friend and
discover the truth about who she really is.
Deborah Hewitt is a teacher and previous Undiscovered Voices
winner living in Manchester. The Nightjar is her first novel.

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Fantasy 21

Fools and Mortals
Bernard Cornwell

A dramatic new departure for international bestselling
author Bernard Cornwell
Fools and Mortals follows the young Richard Shakespeare, an
actor struggling to make his way in a company dominated by
his estranged older brother, William. As the growth of theatre
blooms, their rivalry – and that of the playhouses, playwrights
and actors vying for acclaim and glory – propels a high-stakes
story of conflict and betrayal.
Dreaming of becoming a player at the Queen’s Court, Richard
is a penniless actor, making ends meet through a combination
of petty thievery and a silver tongue.

But when a priceless manuscript goes missing, Richard finds
himself propelled into a high stakes game of duplicity and
betrayal, which threatens not only William’s burgeoning career,
UK: HarperCollins - 19th October 2017 but the lives of the players he employs. To avoid the gallows,
Richard must call on all that he’s learned from the brightest
UK Editor: Susan Watt
stages and darkest alleys of London. He must play the part of
US: HarperCollins - 9th January 2018
a lifetime…
Primary Agent: TE/AG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Rights Sold:
Czech - BB Art
German - Rowohlt
Spanish - Ediciones Pamies

Showcasing his renowned storyteller’s skill, Bernard Cornwell
has created an Elizabethan world incredibly rich in its portrayal:
you walk the London streets, stand in the palaces and are on
stage in the playhouses, as he weaves a remarkable story in
which performances, rivalries and ambition combine to form a
tangled web of intrigue.

Additional Info:
Extent - 384 pages
Illustrations - YES (black and white
intro illustrations and map for each
part)
Material Available - Page proofs

Bernard Cornwell was born in London, raised in Essex and
worked for the BBC for eleven years before meeting Judy, his
American wife. Denied an American work permit he wrote a
novel instead and has been writing ever since. He and Judy
divide their time between Cape Cod and Charleston, South
Carolina.

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Praise for Bernard Cornwell:

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - English Agency Japan

‘Cornwell really makes history come alive.’ – George R. R. Martin
‘Nobody in the world does this better than Cornwell.’
– Lee Child
‘Strong narrative, vigorous action and striking characterisation,
Cornwell remains king of the territory he has staked out as his
own’ – Sunday Times

Historical Fiction 22

The Butcher’s Daughter
Victoria Glendinning

A vivid and powerful historical novel set in turbulent Tudor
England
Agnes Peppin, a young West Country girl, has committed a sin
that has brought shame on her family: she has borne a child out
of wedlock. In 16th-century England, her family have no choice
but to banish her to a convent.

UK: Duckworth Overlook - Summer
2018
UK Editor: Peter Mayer
US Rights: Duckworth Overlook
Primary Agent: AMG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)
Additional Info:
Extent - approx 100,000 words
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript available. Edited
mansucript due October 2017
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - English Agency Japan

As the newest novice at Shaftesbury Abbey, it’s hard enough
for Agnes to get to grips with the institution’s complex rules and
pecking order. But life for everyone at the Abbey is about to
get even more complicated, and dangerous. King Henry in
London, and not the Pope in Rome, is the new head of the
Church, and his lady Anne Boleyn is not long for this world.
Religious houses are to be formally ‘suppressed’. Everyone –
including its formidable Abbess – assumes the great Abbey
at Shaftesbury will be immune from this process: too longestablished, too important to the local community. But as the
dissolution programme proceeds, no one is immune.
By the time the dissolutions reach their peak Agnes finds herself
once more cast out, obliged with her sisters to try to make her
own way in a world of which she knows nothing…
Victoria Glendinning is an award-winning biographer and
novelist. She has written biographies of Vita Sackville-West, Edith
Sitwell, Anthony Trollope, Jonathan Swift and Stamford Raffles,
winning the Whitbread Prize for Biography twice. Her previous
novels include The Grown-Ups, Electricity and Flight. She is a
Vice-President of English PEN, a Vice-President of the Royal
Society of Literature, a Trustee of the Man Booker Foundation,
and was awarded a CBE in 1998.

Praise for Electricity:
‘A magnificent novel set in Victorian London which illuminates
all it touches… authentic, engrossing.’ – Telegraph
‘Glendinning reveals a sense of the past so tangible at times
that you can smell it, taste it, feel it.’ – Independent
‘A terrific novel.’ – Daily Mail

Historical Fiction 23

And So it Begins
Rachel Abbott

A new standalone thriller from best-selling author,
Rachel Abbott
Cleo North has tried to protect her brother Mark since they were
children and had no one else to rely on. She knows she should
be grateful that Mark has met Evie and fallen in love, especially
given his grief and solitude after the sudden death of his first
wife. But somehow Cleo just doesn’t trust Evie...why does it feel
as though she is pushing Cleo away? Is love all Evie really wants
from Mark?
When Evie starts having “accidents” around the home that
leave her bruised and fragile, her friends grow concerned
for her safety and for the welfare of her little girl, whom Cleo
adores. It seems as though Evie might be in trouble, and Mark
might be the source.

UK: Under Offer
UK Editor: N/A
US Rights: DHA (LK)
Primary Agent: LK
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)
Rights Sold:
Czech - TBC
Danish - Gads
German - TBC
Italian - TBC
Spanish - TBC
Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript
All Titles and Previous Publishers
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - English Agency Japan

Called to the North household on suspicion of a domestic
disturbance one night, detectives find two bloodied bodies
curled together in bed. But what is the truth behind this terrible
scene?
Is there ever a proper defence for murder? If you suffer abuse
at the hands of another and one day hit back, should you be
punished for your crime? If someone you love dearly is killed,
should you be punished for seeking retribution for their loss?
Rachel Abbott’s first standalone thriller is a chilling study of the
desperate lengths people will go to in order to survive.
Rachel Abbott is a self-published author of psychological thrillers.
Her first three novels have combined to sell over one million
copies, and have all been bestsellers on Amazon’s Kindle store.
In 2015, she was named the 14th bestselling author over the last
five years on Amazon’s Kindle in the UK.

Praise for Rachel Abbott:
‘I am in awe of Rachel Abbott’s plotting!’ - Elizabeth Haynes,
author of Into the Darkest Corner (on The Sixth Window)
‘The tension that built throughout this book simply blew me
away.’ - Angela Marsons, author of Silent Scream (on The Sixth
Window)
‘Masterly and compelling. I couldn’t put it down until its heartstopping conclusion.’ - Robert Bryndza author of The Girl in the
Ice (on The Sixth Window)
‘A properly addictive, leave-the-light-on thriller.’
- Red Magazine (on Kill Me Again)
‘Almost unbearably tense, with a killer twist.’
- Good Housekeeping (on Kill Me Again)

Crime, Suspense, Thriller 24

Our Kind of Cruelty
Araminta Hall

This is a love story. This is a tragedy.
This is a book about a break up so bad that when you put the
pieces of the love story back together, what you get is murder.
Mike understands that most of us travel through the world as
one half of a whole, desperately searching for that missing
person to make us complete.
But he and Verity are different. They have found each other,
and nothing and no one will tear them apart.
It doesn’t matter that Verity is marrying another man.

UK: Century - 3rd May 2018
UK Editor: Selina Walker
US: Farrar, Straus & Giroux - 1st May
2018
US Editor: Daphne Durham
Primary Agent: LK
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

It’s all just part of a plan: you see, Verity and Mike play a game
together, a secret game they call ‘the crave’, the aim being to
demonstrate what they both know: that they need only each
other, no one else in the world.
Verity’s upcoming marriage is the biggest game she and Mike
have ever played. And it’s for the highest stakes.
Except this time someone has to die…
Araminta Hall is the author of two previous novels published by
HarperCollins, Everything and Nothing (2011) and Dot (2014).
She lives in London with her family.

Rights Sold:
German - Heyne
Italian - Newton Compton
Lithuanian - Alma Littera
Norwegian - Cappelen Damm
Polish - Foksal
Portuguese (Portugal) - Planeta
Spanish - Grijalbo

‘Unputdownable…chillingly well-drawn.’ - Sophie Hannah

Additional Info:
Extent - approx 93,000 words
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Copyedited
manuscript

‘An assured debut takes the Mary Poppins myth and turns it
into a menacing tale of the enemy invited in…What makes this
smartly written first novel so disturbing is its moral ambiguity.’
- The Sunday Times

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

‘A suspenseful and emotive examination of a family in
meltdown… It’s a skilfully executed debut novel that nestles
perfectly alongside the dark, nuanced psychological thrills of
Daphne du Maurier and Sophie Hannah.’ - Waterstones Books
Quarterly

Praise for Everything and Nothing:

‘A beautifully written, completely gripping novel that plays on
the unsettling notion that sometimes the least safe place is your
very own home.’ - Emily Mortime

Crime, Suspense, Thriller 25

A Shadow Intelligence
Oliver Harris

What happens when a private intelligence agency becomes
more powerful than those run by the State? When its clients
seek to shape history at any price?
Headhunted from MI6 to join a private intelligence agency that
works for global business interests, Elliott Kane finds himself at
the heart of a conspiracy in Kazakhstan when one of his local
agents disappears without trace, leaving a murdered woman
in his wake. The closer Kane looks, the odder things become:
the agent’s disappearance connects to the apparent deaths
of a group of British hikers who vanished two weeks earlier when
they became lost in a snowstorm.

UK: Little, Brown - 5th July 2018
UK Editor: Clare Smith
US Rights: DHA (VB)
Primary Agent: VB
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)
Rights Sold:
German - Blessing Verlag
Additional Info:
Extent - 352 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript due November 2017
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

As Kane is drawn deeper - into a realm of deception and very
real impending horror - he moves from merely infiltrating events
to steering them. Kane learned the dark arts at MI6: how to
plant stories, manipulate protest movements, set up ratlines
for the movement of arms, and establish relationships with the
groups ready to use them. But when a papertrail involving vast,
offshore funds leads him to a string of villages evacuated close
to the Russian border, his firm brings his home.
Suspicious of his own employers, hunted by his former colleagues
in MI6, and with the lives of those who love him at stake, Kane
needs to establish who exactly he’s been working for - and why
they now need him dead.
Page-turning literary crime about an ex-M16 spy who has
turned to the world of private intelligence. Perfect for fans of
Mick Herron’s Slough House series.
Oliver Harris was born in London in 1978. He has an MA in
Shakespeare studies from UCL, and a PhD in psychoanalysis from
Birkbeck. He is the author of the Nick Belsey series of crime novels,
as well one work of non-fiction: Lacan’s Return to Antiquity.
His new series features the private intelligence officer, Elliot
Kane. He writes occasionally for the Times Literary Supplement.
Praise for The House Of Fame (Belsey #3) novels:
‘Mazy, pacy London noir.’ - Ian Rankin
‘A fast-paced thriller that is also nuanced and evocative…hats
off to Harris, who has, once again, managed it with style and
authority.’- Guardian
‘Non-stop activity is exhaustingly gripping, and Oliver Harris is
punchy and perceptive.’- The Times
‘Meticulously plotted, with a delirious, haunted, paranoid
atmosphere. ’ - Irish Times
‘Harris has a terrific sense of place, hurtling between the
wealthiest and most-run-down areas of London... The plot
unfolds in a chilling and totally unexpected direction.’
- Sunday Times

Crime, Suspense, Thriller 26

Seven Dead
Joseph Jefferson Farjeon

A British Library reissue of a crime classic, from the author
of Mystery in White
Ted Lyte, amateur thief, has chosen an isolated house by
the coast for his first robbery. But Haven House is no ordinary
country home. While hunting for silverware to steal, Ted
stumbles upon a locked room containing seven dead bodies.
Detective Inspector Kendall takes on the case with the help
of passing yachtsman Thomas Hazeldean. The search for the
house’s absent owners brings Hazeldean across the Channel
to Boulogne, where he finds more than one motive to stay and
investigate.

UK: British Library - 7th September
2017
UK Editor: Rob Davies
US: Poisoned Pen Press - 10th
September
US Editor: N/A (Co-edition)
Primary Agent: GG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Joseph Jefferson Farjeon (1883 - 1955) was an English crime
and mystery novelist, playwright and screenwriter described by
Dorothy L. Sayers as “unsurpassed for creepy skill in mysterious
adventures.” His novel Mystery in White: A Christmas Crime Story
was reissued by the British Library in 2014 to great success.

Additional Info:
Extent - 288 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Final files
All Titles and Previous Publishers
Subagents:
Chinese - n/a
Japanese - n/a

Crime, Suspense, Thriller 27

Soho Ghosts
Greg Keen

Kenny is asked to investigate the suicide of an MP who
was being stalked in the weeks prior to his death – a tough
job as the alleged stalker died forty years ago
When Kenny Gabriel is hired to look into the suicide of a
prominent politician, he anticipates a routine investigation.
Instead he finds himself at the heart of a mystery stretching
back forty years.
In 1978 five teenagers broke into Highgate Cemetery to perform
a rite before the tomb of notorious occultist Alexander Porteus.
Something strange happened that night but no one is entirely
sure what. Kenny needs to find answers fast as two of the exschoolmates are dead and each reported seeing Porteus
before the end.

If that weren’t enough, Kenny and his partner Odeerie Charles
have got on the wrong side of gang boss Meg Dylan. They
UK: Thomas & Mercer - 12th April 2018 have a week to find a man who stole a small fortune from the
psychopathic matriarch with only a photograph to work from.
UK Editor: Jane Snelgrove
US Rights: Thomas & Mercer
Primary Agent: VB
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Additional Info:
Extent - approx 330 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

While pursuing both cases, Kenny has a knife held to his throat,
is run down in the street and waterboarded by a sadistic exsoldier. But ultimately his task is simple:
Succeed or become a Soho Ghost…
Born in Liverpool, Greg Keen got his first job in London’s Soho
over twenty years ago and has worked there ever since; his
fascination with the area made it a natural setting for his books.
Soho Dead, the first in the Soho Series of urban-noir crime novels,
won the CWA Debut Dagger in 2015. Soho Ghosts is the second
book in the series. Greg lives in London.

Praise for Soho Dead:
‘This is a clever, slow burn of a book without a single page out
of place’ – Jane Snelgrove, editor
129 reviews on Amazon.co.uk for Soho Dead with an average
of 4.3 stars
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I’ll Keep You Safe
Peter May

An explosive new standalone thriller set in the Outer
Hebrides by bestselling author, Peter May
Husband and wife Niamh and Ruairidh Macfarlane co-own
Ranish Tweed, a Hebridean company that weaves its own
special variety of Harris cloth, which has become a soughtafter brand in the world of high fashion. But when Niamh learns
of Ruairidh’s affair with Russian designer Irina Vetrov, then
witnesses the pair killed by a car bomb in Paris, her life is left in
ruins. Along with her husband’s remains, she returns home to
the Isle of Lewis, bereft.
The Paris police have ruled out terrorism, and ruled in murder
- making Niamh the prime suspect, along with Irina’s missing
husband, Georgy. And so French Detective Sylvie Braque is sent
to the island to look into Niamh’s past, unaware of the dangers
that await her.

UK: Riverrun (Quercus) - 11th January
2018
UK Editor: Jon Riley
US Rights: Quercus
Primary Agent: AG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)
Rights Sold:
French - Editions Rouergue
Additional Info:
Extent - 432 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript. Page proofs due
October 2017
All Titles and Previous Publishers

As Braque digs deeper into the couple’s history, Niamh herself
replays her life with Ruiairidh, searching her memory for those
whose grievances might have led to murder. And with each
layer revealed, and every unexpected twist uncovered, the
two women find themselves drawn inexorably closer to a killer
who will not turn back.
Before becoming a novelist, Peter May was a journalist and
screenwriter, accruing more than 1,000 television credits.
In addition to his standalone thrillers, including Entry Island,
Runaway and Coffin Road, he is the author of successful series,
including The Lewis Trilogy, The China Thrillers and The Enzo Files.
Peter’s books have sold more than 2 million copies and have
been translated into 19 languages, receiving critical acclaim
and multiple awards in the UK, US and France.
Praise for Peter May:
‘He is a terrific writer doing something different.’ – Mark Billingham

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

‘From the first page I knew I was in safe hands. I knew I could
trust this writer.’ – Sophie Hannah
‘Wonderfully compelling.’ – Kate Mosse
‘Peter May is an author I’d follow to the ends of the earth.’
– New York Times
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Sea of Bones
Deborah O’Donoghue

A gripping, atmospheric crime novel with a feminist edge
set on the remote coastland of Sweden

Kristina Anderson, Chief-of-Staff for the Swedish feminist party,
is struggling to keep a hold on her rocky political career while
coping with her grief over the drowning of her beloved niece,
Agneta.
Agneta was a beautiful, vibrant girl who had everything to live
for and Kristina refuses to believe the police investigation which
ruled her death a suicide.

UK: On submission
UK Editor: n/a
US Rights: DHA (JF)
Primary Agent: JF
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Determined to uncover the truth about what really happened,
Kristina travels to the remote summerhouse in Umeå where
Agneta was living before she died and begins to put together
a picture of her niece’s last days.
As Kristina delves deeper into the investigation, both her personal
and professional lives begin to unravel and she unwittingly finds
herself pitted against dangerous forces who will do anything to
stop her.
In order to lay bare the real story behind her niece’s death,
Kristina must face the fact that nobody in her life is who she had
previously thought them to be – including herself.
Deborah O’Donoghue studied English and French at the
University of Sussex, and Performing Arts at the Sorbonne, before
teaching for ten years. Though she was born and brought up in
the UK, she lived in Sweden for several years and currently lives
in Belgium. Sea of Bones is her first novel.
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Cross Her Heart
Sarah Pinborough

Cross your heart and hope to die
Lisa lives a very quiet life. In her late-thirties, she’s worked at the
same company, PK Recruitment, for the past twelve years. A
single mother with no love life to speak of, everything goes to
giving her just-turning 16 year old rebellious daughter Ava the
best she can.
Despite her best friend Marilyn’s attempts over the years to set
Lisa up, she’s man-wary, and although she doesn’t talk about it,
Marilyn thinks that perhaps there was an abusive relationship in
Lisa’s past with Ava’s absent father. It would explain why Lisa’s
camera shy and doesn’t have a Facebook account. Why she
has that mouse-like nervousness around new people. Why she’s
always seems so afraid.

UK: HarperCollins - May 2018
UK Editor: Natasha Bardon
US Rights: FlatIron Books - TBC
US Editor: Christine Koppasch
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: United Agents (Sean
Gascoine)
Additional Info:
Extent - approx 380 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript
Rights Sold for Behind Her Eyes
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Lisa wishes she could confide in Marilyn but she knows that words
spread like wildfire and she can’t risk being found or putting her
daughter in danger. She has spent what feels like her entire life
looking over her shoulder and recently she’s felt that something
is off in the careful world she’s built.
But when Lisa’s life is unravelled in a single flash of a camera,
she can’t run from the past any longer. She has to face her
demons. And she’s going to need Marilyn’s help, because after
all, who else can you trust but your best friend?

Cross Her Heart is a thriller in which no one is who they seem with
a twist that will leave you reeling.
Sarah Pinborough is a Sunday Times Bestselling and critically
acclaimed adult and YA author. Sarah was the 2009 winner of
the British Fantasy Award for Best Short Story and also the 2010
and 2014 winner of the British Fantasy Award for Best Novella,
and she has four times been short-listed for Best Novel. She is
also a screenwriter who has written for the BBC and has several
original television projects in development. Her most recent
novel is the Sunday Times Bestselling thriller Behind Her Eyes.
Praise for Behind Her Eyes:
‘Sarah Pinborough slays.’- Joe Hill, author of Horns
‘Was awake into small hours finishing @SarahPinborough’s
Behind Her Eyes. Piledriver domestic thriller with pull-the-rug-out
ending.’ - Ian Rankin
‘Sarah Pinborough’s Behind Her Eyes will have you tearing
through the pages to get to the shocking ending.’ - Stylist Pick
of the Best New Books of 2017
‘I’m going to stick my neck out and say that Behind Her Eyes
will be one of the biggest thrillers of 2017. What a cunning and
clever novel this is... Expect not one, but two almighty twists
right at the end.’- Red Online – one of January’s Must Reads
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Where the Devil Hides
Craig Russell

A tense Gothic standalone by an award-winning
crime author
In the dramatic confines of a castle-top asylum for the criminally
insane in 1930s Czechoslovakia, something sinister is lurking. The
institution houses only six patients, the so-called ‘Devil’s Six’—
the most dangerous killers in Central Europe. Each patient has
a unique and fascinatingly different pathology, and a different
tale of demons to tell.
Viktor Kosarek, a young psychiatrist, is keen to try out some
newly acquired techniques on these most demanding of
subjects – and against a backdrop of fear and mistrust in the
local villages, a killer who is assumed to have some connection
with the asylum wreaks murderous havoc.

UK: Constable & Robinson
(Little,Brown) - October 2018
UK Editor: Krystyna Green
US Rights: DHA (AMG)
Primary Agent: AMG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)
Rights Sold:
Czech - TBC
German - Aufbau
Additional Info:
Extent - approx 120,000 words
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript. Edited manuscript due
December 2017

In the vein of Bram Stoker’s Dracula, Where the Devil Hides is an
atmospheric and chilling Gothic thriller.
Craig Russell served for several years as a police officer in
Scotland, before becoming an advertising copywriter and later
creative director. He has been translated into 23 languages,
and his Lennox and Jan Fabel series have both been highly
acclaimed. He won the 2015 Bloody Scotland Crime Book of
the Year for his novel The Ghosts of Altona.

Praise for Craig Russell:
‘A great writer at the top of his game.’ – Peter James
‘This is storytelling at its very best!’ – Michael Connelly
‘The kind of thriller-writing that made me want to be a writer in
the first place.’ – Christopher Brookmyre

All Titles and Previous Publishers
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
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My Life is Missing
Joss Stirling

A world of lies, a life in freefall, a hidden killer
Someone lies dying…
Jessica returns from holiday to find her relationship over, her
bank account in the red, and her job gone. Not just gone, but
vanished - along with everything in the office, including her
mysterious boss, Jacob Wrath.
Reeling from the shock, Jessica is forced to run from debt
collectors and a terrifying masked stranger only she sees. Then
a diary belonging to her ex’s dead wife falls into her hands and
she realises nothing is as it once seemed. And with dark secrets
of her own to hide, Jessica’s the last person to rely on to figure
out the truth.

UK: HarperCollins (Impulse) - April
2018
UK Editor: Kate Bradley
US Rights: HarperCollins
Primary Agent: CW
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

But if the killer stays in the shadows, the innocent will die…

Joss Stirling is an award-winning writer for young adults. This is
her first adult title. Finding Sky was shortlisted for the German
Children’s Literature Award and Struck won the Romantic Novel
of the Year Award – the first YA title to be awarded that honour.

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
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Peter Tonkin
The Ides
March, 44BC. Caesar is a dead man… A plan to murder the most
powerful political leader in the world is under way
More than twenty assassins are directly involved. Hundreds of others
are aware of the plot, with thousands more hoping for its success.
Only a handful of men and women stand against them, led by the
infamous Artemidorus. He and his associates are working undercover
in the households of the main suspects, risking kidnap, torture and
death in a desperate race against both time and fate. They are
hopelessly outnumbered, battling against the most dangerous men
in the city, their servants, slaves and soldiers. The future of the world as
they know it is in their hands.
The Ides
UK: Endeavour Press - 7th November
2016
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
Additional Info:
Extent - 316 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Final files

But the scheming senators will go to any lengths to stop anyone
standing in the way of their plan, and with an army of bloodthirsty
gladiators willing to carry out their orders, is Artemidorus destined to
meet an equally brutal end?
Set against the backdrop of Ancient Rome, The Ides is a fast-paced
thriller, providing an insider perspective to the infamous Ides of March.

After the Ides

Rome, first century AD and the city is in political and civil turmoil
following the murder of Julius Caesar...
Mark Antony, Caesar’s loyal co-consul and friend, is baying for blood,
and for the heads of those of the scheming senators responsible for
the murder, to display on spikes in the Forum of Rome.
Antony calls upon his contubernium of spies, his military intelligence
unit, led by Centurion Iacomus Artemidorus, code-named ‘Septem’,
to turn his vengeful intent into an unforgiving, carefully planned
campaign. But Antony’s path is not clear. Senator Cicero wants
him out of the way, and there is friction with Caesar’s heir Octavius,
despite their mutual desire to hunt down the killers.
As Antony is reluctantly forced into war against Caesar’s murderers,
and the Senate which supports them, the story follows Artemidorus’
mission, as he travels from Rome into the far reaches of her empire
bringing back one head after another.

After the Ides
UK: Endeavour Press - 4th June 2017
Translation Rights: DHA
Peter Tonkin published his first international best-seller Killer in 1978. He
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
has averaged one book a year ever since including the 30-book Mariner
series of adventure-thrillers which have been critically compared with
Additional Info:
the best of Alastair MacLean, Desmond Bagley and Hammond Innes.
Extent - 318 pages
Illustrations - NO
Praise for Peter Tonkin:
Material Available - Final files
‘The Ides is a testosterone-fuelled battle roar in a world of doubledealing and betrayal.’ - Mystery People
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media;
‘Tonkin is a superb storyteller who creates big, brash, swashbuckling
Japanese - English Agency Japan
adventures with taut suspense, fast-paced action and tough,
resourceful characters.’ - Booklist
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The Old You
Louise Voss

A masterful book, brimming with dark deceptions,
jeopardy and tension, and some exceptionally
sophisticated plotting
Lynn Waites had to give up the job she loved as an undercover
cop when she married Ed, the love of her life. It was worth it for
the happy years they enjoyed together. But now, ten years on,
he’s diagnosed with early-onset dementia and strange things
start to happen; things more sinister than missing keys and lost
words. As some memories are forgotten, others, long buried,
begin to surface. Has Ed’s mind been playing tricks on more
people than just himself?

The Old You is a terrifically gripping and compelling read and
will appeal to fans of Tammy Cohen, Paula Daly and Erin Kelly.

UK: Orenda Books - May/June 2018
UK Editor: Karen Sullivan
US Rights: DHA (DHA)
Primary Agent: VB
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
Additional Info:
Extent - approx. 100,000 words
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Louise Voss has been writing for seventeen years and has eleven
novels under her belt, including six thrillers co-written with bestselling author Mark Edwards. She and Mark were the first British
independent authors to reach No.1 on the Amazon UK charts,
where they remained for an entire month. She has sold over
350,000 books.
Praise for Louise Voss:
‘Beautifully written… By turns comic and poignant, about
friendship, love and redemption. I loved it!’ - Marian Keyes (on
To Be Someone)
‘It is Louise Voss’ voice that you remember at the end:
contemporary, female, authentic.’ – The Independent (on To
Be Someone)
‘I was gripped all the way – the ending is terrific.’ Peter James
(on Killing Cupid written with Mark Edwards)
‘An exhilarating ride with plenty to satisfy even the most
demanding conspiracy theorists – in a similar vein to Michael
Crichton and Dan Brown, and then some! I found myself rushing
through the last few chapters as the pace increased and every
moment was full of tension. Brilliant stuff.’ - Elizabeth Haynes,
bestselling author of Into the Darkest Corner (on Catch Your
Death written with Mark Edwards)
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The Subtle Ether
Sam Clark

A memoir of growing up with a mentally ill mother
linterspersed with an exploration of air, ether and the
space between things
The book opens with Sam turning the key in the door of the
large sandstone house in Glasgow where she grew up. Inside,
a lifetime’s accumulated stuff rots beneath crumbling ceilings
inside mildewed walls. Both her parents are now dead. As
she starts to clear the rubbish she takes us back in time to
her childhood. Her gentle father was an amateur radio user
making huge aerials out of copper piping, listening to the
atmosphere for voices, earthing the ether. Her mother, vibrant
and glamourous in Sam’s early childhood, later becomes a
nightmarish figure. On a family holiday, in their camper van by
a loch, one night her mind just breaks and she is ever afterwards
heavily drugged, deeply fearful, paranoid and mentally very ill.

UK: On submission
UK Editor: N/A
US Rights: DHA (JW)
Primary Agent: JW
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
Additional Info:
Extent - approx 50,000 words
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript

Interspersed with these memories, Clark weaves a scientific/
poetic examination of the idea of the space between things,
the ether, space, light, air that saved her. This is a debut from a
spectacular new talent.
As well as being a writer, Sam Clark is an award winning visual
artist, trained at Slade, who exhibits widely in the UK, Australia
and Europe. She received a George Buchanan Scholarship
for her Creative Writing PhD with John Burnside at Uni of St
Andrews, which formed the basis of this book. An extract was
published in Dark Mountain 9. She has presented parts of the
work at numerous venues including S.T.I.L.L at Kunstnerneshus
Oslo, Norway. Sam lives on Orkney.

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - English Agency Japan
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Keep Smiling Through: My Wartime Story
Dame Vera Lynn & Virginia
Lewis-Jones

In her centenary year, Dame Vera Lynn’s fascinating
and life-affirming wartime memoir of her adventures
entertaining the troops in far-flung Burma
‘I was just twenty-seven years old when I went to Burma. It was
an experience that changed my life for ever. Up until that time I
had not really travelled anywhere at all, apart from one touring
visit to Holland with a band I was singing with before the war,
and I had certainly never been in an aeroplane. But I wanted
to make a difference, to do my bit.’
And she did.

UK: Century (Random House) - 16th
November 2017
UK Editor: Ajda Vucicevic
US Rights: DHA (AMG)
Primary Agent: AMG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)
Additional Info:
Extent - 328 pages
Illustrations - YES (TBC)
Material Available - Unedited
manscript. Page proofs due
September 2017
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Written with her daughter, Virginia Lewis-Jones, this will be a
powerful account of the time Dame Vera Lynn spent with troops
in wartime Burma. Based in part on a diary she kept, alongside
unpublished personal letters and photographs from surviving
veterans and their families, it will explore why it was such a lifedefining event for Dame Vera and show how her presence
helped the soldiers, airmen and others who heard her sing.
Dame Vera Lynn achieved enormous success during the Second
World War with songs including ‘We’ll Meet Again’, ‘The White
Cliffs of Dover’ and ‘A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square’,
gaining the nickname ‘The Forces’ Sweetheart’. She became a
Dame in 1975 and a Member of the Order of the Companions
of Honour for services to entertainment and charity in 2016.
Her 2009 autobiography, Some Sunny Day, was a number-one
bestseller.
Virginia Lewis-Jones is Dame Vera Lynn’s daughter. She
accompanied her mother on tour for a time as her dresser
before embarking on other careers, and worked for many years
at the BBC. She lives in Ditchling, East Sussex with her husband
Tom, who is a retired RAF pilot, and her mother. She is also the
vice-president of the Dame Vera Lynn Children’s Charity.
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Darling Pol
Patrick Marnham

Published here for the first time, this remarkable cache of
letters reveals the great love story of Mary Wesley’s life
Mary Wesley told her biographer Patrick Marnham before her
death in 2002 that ‘after I met Eric I never looked at anyone
else again. We lived our ups and downs but life was never
boring’. Eric Siepmann was her second husband and their
correspondence – lively, intimate, passionate, frustrated –
charted their life together (and apart) with unusual candour
and spirit.
Marnham suggests that through these letters Mary, who
famously blossomed as a novelist in her seventies, a decade
after Eric’s death, found her voice. Bequeathed to Marnham in
two size 5 shoe boxes, this is one of the great surviving post-war
correspondences.

UK: Harvill Secker - 26th October 2017
UK Editor: L iz Foley
US Rights: DHA (TE)
Primary Agent: TE/VB
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)
Additional Info:
Extent - approx. 300 pages
Illustrations - YES (plate sections)
Material Available - Final files
All Titles and Previous Publishers
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - English Agency Japan

‘With you I can become the person I really am – and bearing
the grave in mind be buried as such. Dear love consider yourself
kissed’- Mary, 30 October 1944
‘I find you brave and amusing, understanding and
beautiful, simple and sophisticated, and I love you. More than
that, I mean to get you’ - Eric, 5 December 1944
Patrick Marnham is a journalist, biographer and screenwriter.
His biographies have covered subjects as diverse as Diego
Rivera, Georges Simenon ( The Man Who Wasn’t Maigret won
of the Marsh Biography Award), Jean Moulin and Mary Wesley.
Praise for Patrick Marnham:
‘A striking portrait not only of an amazing, if strange, woman
but of an entire social class.’ - Evening Standard (on Wild Mary)
‘Unpicks the complicated web of deceits and half-truths
that surrounded much of her life with wit, patience and skill,
providing just the sort of compelling read that Wesley did in her
novel.’ - Independent (on Wild Mary)
‘This biography is pure pleasure, a riveting, hilarious tragicomedy
of manners... Marnham has disentangled truth from rumour,
clarified the many connections between Wild Mary’s rackety
life and Mary Wesley’s fiction, and produced a generous,
unsentimental and intelligent portrait of a woman’s life and
times.’ - Spectator (on Wild Mary)
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Revolution Francaise
Sophie Pedder

Emmanuel Macron and the quest to reinvent a nation
President Emmanuel Macron’s vision for France is far more
radical than many realise. His remarkable ascent from obscurity
to the presidency is both the dramatic story of a personal
ambition, and the tale of a wounded once-proud country in
deep need of renewal. How did a political novice manage
to defy the unwritten rules of the Fifth Republic and secure
the presidency at his first attempt? What had happened to
France over the previous 20 years that laid the ground for this
improbable feat? The task facing Macron is a daunting one.
His victory in May 2017 was conditional: he has a mandate until
2022 when the French electorate will judge him by his successes,
and his failures.

UK: Bloomsbury Continuum - May
2018
UK Editor: Jamie Birkett
US Rights: DHA (VB)
Primary Agent: VB
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)
Additional Info:
Extent - approx 70,000 words
Illustrations - TBC
Material Available - Outline.
Unedited manuscript due January
2018
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

This book chronicles Macron’s remarkable rise from independent
outsider to the Élysée Palace, but more importantly looks at
the bigger picture: France’s slide into self-doubt and seeming
reluctance to embrace change, the roots of populism and
discontent, the division globalisation has brought to the state,
including geographical splits between huge parts of the
electorate, the Le Pen factor, and how far it is possible for
Macron to reinvent a highly traditional nation which must now
embrace the future.
Having interviewed all the major players, from Chirac to Le
Pen, Macron to Hollande, Sophie Pedder has the depth of
knowledge to situate this story in the larger context of France
and its place in modern Europe.
Sophie Pedder has been the Paris Bureau Chief of The
Economist since 2003. She has interviewed Emmanuel Macron
on numerous occasions since 2012, and has had rare access
to both him and his inner circle over the years, including during
the 2017 election campaign, securing notebooks of first-hand
material on which this book is based. As well as her work for
the Economist, Sophie has had articles published in Prospect,
Foreign Affairs, Le Monde, Paris-Match and Le Figaro among
others. She appears regularly to comment on French politics on
CNN, the BBC and other media.
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In Byron’s Wake
Miranda Seymour

An extraordinary biography of Lord Byron’s wife and
daughter, Annabella Milbanke and Ada Lovelace
In 1815 Annabella Milbanke married the notorious and brilliant
Lord Byron. Yet just one year later, she fled, taking with her
their baby daughter, the future Ada Lovelace. Byron himself
escaped into exile; he died as a revolutionary hero, aged 36.
During her life, Lady Byron was praised as a progressive reformer
and a paragon of virtue, but within ten years of her death she
was vilified as a disgrace to her sex. Today Annabella Milbanke
is still perceived as a prudish wife and controlling mother – an
unfair reputation which obscures her hidden devotion to Byron
and her tender ambitions for his daughter.

UK: Simon & Schuster - 22nd March
2018
UK Editor: Suzanne Baboneau
US Rights: Inkwell (George Lucas)
Primary Agent: AG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)
Additional Info:
Extent - 432 pages
Illustrations - YES (black and white
plate sections)
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript
All Titles and Previous Publishers
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Educated by some of the most learned minds in England, Byron’s
little girl was introduced to mathematics – rather than to poetry
– as a means of calming her wild spirits. Combining scholarly
discipline with a rebellious heart and a visionary imagination,
Ada would go on to use her explanations of Charles Babbage’s
calculating engine to predict – as nobody would do for another
century – the dawn of our modern computer age. Mired in
gambling debts and crippled by cancer, her brilliant career in
mathematics and astronomy was cut short when Ada died at
the age of 36, just like her father.
Drawing on previously untapped material, Seymour sheds
fascinating new light on the lives of two remarkable women,
and reveals how their turbulent fates were often governed by
the enchanting spirit of that extraordinary father whom Ada
never knew.
Miranda Seymour is a novelist, biographer and critic. She is
the author of the award-winning In My Father’s House and has
written many acclaimed biographies, including on the lives of
Mary Shelley, Robert Graves, Ottoline Morrell and Helle Nice, the
Bugatti Queen. She is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature.
Praise for In My Father’s House:
‘Astonishingly powerful and beautifully written… A small
masterpiece.’ – Simon Jenkins
‘A gripping, poignant, dramatic, emotionally searing book.’
– Joyce Carol Oates
‘Compulsive… Finely observed, meticulously written…
Powerfully poignant.’ – Daily Telegraph
‘Unsparing, shocking as often as comic, cunningly constructed
and beautifully told.’ – Independent
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Vain Trifles
Lauren Bravo

Fashion, feminism and the power of clothes – a no nonsense
guide for women with normal bodies, budgets and bullshit
quotas
Whether you’ve nailed the utlimate capsule wardrobe or you
regularly find yourself wondering what the hell to wear today,
we’ve all experienced the power of a great outfit.
Clothes are often dismissed as a functional part of daily life or
a frivolous pastime for silly girls, but clothes are an essential part
of our identity, our history and our outlook – and their power
shouldn’t be underestimated.
Clothes make a statement to the world about who we are and
who we want to be. They can protect us, expose us, elevate
and delight us. They can also be fun and, yes, frivolous – and
that’s OK.

UK: On submission
UK Editor: n/a
US Rights: DHA (JF)
Primary Agent: JF
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

With her trademark wit and love of a good pun, Lauren Bravo
navigates the world of fashion and feminism and explores
topics ranging from surviving high-street shopping to digging
out vintage gems, from wardrobe staples to following the latest
trends, from bikini bodies to compulsory high heels.

Lauren Bravo is a writer, digital editor and unashamed clothes
fanatic. She writes about pop culture, food, fashion, beauty, TV,
feminism and the internet for people like The Pool, The Debrief,
The Guardian, Refinery29, Cosmopolitan, Marie Claire and Time
Out. Lauren co-writes a regular email newsletter, Schmancy,
with author and journalist Daisy Buchanan. She lives in north
London and owns more clothes and shoes than you would
believe possible for one woman.
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Physical Intelligence
Claire Dale and Patricia Peyton The highly successful 4-part strategy for raising your
performance at work and home so that you can thrive in
a busy, challenging world
Do you wish you could be more focussed and productive?
Would you like to ensure your most confident performance
when the stakes are high and your stress levels are even higher?
The way your body reacts in any given situation determines your
ability to think clearly and your capacity for managing your
emotions. When you understand the way your body reacts and
how to manage it, your physical intelligence, you can handle
that stressful presentation, the make-or-break meeting and the
important pitch.

UK: Simon & Schuster - September
2018
UK Editor: Claudia Connal
US Rights: Simon & Schuster
Primary Agent: AMG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (N/A)
Additional Info:
Extent - approx 70,000 words
Illustrations - YES (70 - 80 images - line
drawings and graphs)
Material Available - Proposal.
Unedited manuscript due September
2017
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - English Agency Japan

Claire Dale and Patricia Peyton have spent the past 30 years
helping business leaders, top performers and professional
athletes improve their physical intelligence in order to achieve
outstanding success and a deeper sense of fulfilment.
This practical guide contains the effective techniques you need
to develop your strength, flexibility, resilience and endurance,
leaving you feeling confident and fully equipped to deal with
whatever comes your way. Each step-by-step strategy can be
easily integrated into a busy day and is combined with useful
tips and inspiring stories of people who have turned their lives
around through physical intelligence.
Claire Dale and Patricia Peyton run ‘Companies in Motion’,
offering coaching and leadership training to a host of
companies, including Coca-Cola, Sony and Bank of New York
Mellon.
Claire is also Senior Communications Tutor at RADA in Business,
specialising in leadership training, and has a background in
dance and choreography, having previously worked with Sir
Paul McCartney, CandoCo Dance Company and L’Oréal.
Patricia has spent over thirty years working with Fortune 500
and Fortune 100 organisations to help them improve their
performance.
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Space: How Leaders Grow
Derek Draper

A leadership guide about creating the space to think, do,
connect or just be in the busy modern world
For one thousand generations human beings lived in a world of
limitless space. Life was hard but it was lived at a much slower
pace, in a less frantic, less demanding way.
In contrast, for our generation space – to think, do, connect
or just be – is in desperately short supply. We face a torrent of
information, choice and change. But it doesn’t have to be like
this. Through twelve fascinating stories inspired by his work as
an international leadership consultant and executive coach,
Derek Draper shows how to create the space you need and
take back control.

UK: Profile - Autumn 2018
UK Editor: Louisa Dunnigan
US Rights: DHA (AMG)
Primary Agent: AMG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (N/A)
Additional Info:
Extent - approx 70,000 words
Illustrations - YES (colour plates)
Material Available - Proposal.
Unedited manuscript due end of
December 2017
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Informed by over a decade of hands-on experience at
the most senior levels of business, the book draws on the
best of both classical and cutting-edge psychological and
behavioural thinking. Each story contains models, tool and tips
that have been used successfully in some of the world’s biggest
organisations to bring about improved performance and
meaningful change. The author shows clearly how you can use
all of this to make fundamental and sustainable breakthroughs
in your own life, that will lead to better performance at work and
a more fulfilling and successful career. It will help you become
the best leader you have it in you to be.

Derek Draper has worked as a leadership consultant, business
psychologist and executive coach for over twelve years. He is
the CEO of CDP Leadership Consultants and prior to founding
CDP was a Managing Consultant and Head of Business
Development for the UK and Europe at the global consultancy
YSC. Prior to this he worked in politics, as chief aide to Lord
Mandelson and was the founder of Progress, the moderate
think-tank and pressure group.
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Mythos
Stephen Fry

A unique retelling of the Greek Myths by the renowned
raconteur
The Greek myths are amongst the greatest stories ever told,
passed down through millennia and inspiring writers and artists
as varied as Shakespeare, Michelangelo, James Joyce and
Walt Disney.
They are embedded deeply in the traditions, tales and cultural
DNA of the West. In Mythos the reader will fall in love with Zeus,
marvel at the birth of Athena, wince at Cronus and Gaia’s
revenge on Ouranos, weep with King Midas and hunt with the
beautiful and ferocious Artemis.
Spellbinding, informative and moving, Stephen Fry’s Mythos
perfectly captures these stories for the modern age - in all their
rich and deeply human relevance.

UK: Michael Joseph - 2nd November
2017
UK Editor: Jillian Taylor
US Rights: Harold Ober (Phyllis
Westberg)
Primary Agent: AG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)
Rights Sold:
Serbian - Studio Leo
Additional Info:
Extent - 400 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript. Page proofs available
September
All Titles and Previous Publishers
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - English Agency Japan

Stephen Fry is an English actor, screenwriter, author, playwright,
journalist, poet, comedian, television presenter and film director.
In addition to his numerous film and television credits, he has
written four novels, an introduction to poetry: The Ode Less
Travelled, and three volumes of his bestselling autobiography,
Moab Is My Washpot, The Fry Chronicles and More Fool Me.
Praise for The Ode Less Travelled:
‘[An] extraordinary book.’ – Independent on Sunday
‘With his usual wit and occasional obscenity, he takes us
through an array of metrical forms and poetic structures.’
– Sunday Telegraph
‘Funny and instructive.’ – Spectator
‘National Treasure: noun - someone or something regarded as
emblematic of a nation’s cultural heritage, such as Stephen
Fry.’ – Oxford English Dictionary
‘Arguably the greatest living Englishman.’ – Independent on
Sunday
‘The patron saint of British intelligence.’ – Daily Telegraph
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Almost Home
David M. Guss
A life of astonishing bravery and adventure: the very first
biography of WWII’s most prolific escaper: Alastair Cram
From his initial capture in North Africa in November 1941 to
his repatriation from Germany in April 1945, Alastair Cram
attempted no fewer than twenty-one escapes from enemy
camps during the Second World War – a record for a prisoner of
war. Based on years of research and access to newly discovered
material, including Cram’s wartime journals, in Almost Home
David Guss tells the incredible story of one of the war’s most
daring heroes for the first time, with echoes of Paul Brickhill’s The
Great Escape.

UK: Macmillan - 14th June 2018
UK Editor: Georgina Morley
US Rights: DHA (AMG)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)
Additional Info:
Extent - approx 120,000 words
Illustrations - YES (black and white
photographs)
Material Available - Edited
manuscript
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - English Agency Japan

Attempting escapes from ten different camps and three
Gestapo prisons, perhaps Cram’s most audacious breakout, planned with future SAS founder David Stirling, was from
the impregnable medieval fortress at Gavi, an Italian Colditz
from which no-one had previously succeeded in fleeing. Guss
portrays these dramatic exploits through the eyes of those
who lived them and reveals the philosophy, ingenuity and
camaraderie of the escapers, who considered their conduct
not just a pragmatic duty, but – in Cram’s words – ‘a spiritual
necessity’.
David M. Guss is a writer and anthropologist who has lived and
worked in various parts of Latin America and Europe. Professor
and Chair of the Department of Anthropology at Tufts University,
his most recent book was The Festive State, which traces the
complex histories of four separate festivals in Venezuela. In
addition to his anthropological work, Guss is a published poet
and translator.
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Underground Asia
Tim Harper

A fascinating historical study of Asia’s emergence from
colonial rule
Underground Asia tells the story of how modern Asia emerged
out of a global struggle to overturn the old imperial world order. It
follows a clandestine, global movement of Asian revolutionaries,
united in their hatred of western colonialism and their utopian
visions of a free and Communist world order – the creation of
which, they believed, would be led by the peoples of Asia.

UK: Allen Lane (Penguin) - June 2018
UK Editor: Simon Winder
US: Harvard University Press - June
2018
US Editor: Ian Malcolm
Primary Agent: AMG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)
Additional Info:
Extent - 120-140,000 words
Illustrations - YES (8 page plates)
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Their struggle was unleashed by the early promise of the
Bolshevik revolution in Russia in 1917, and it climaxed with
the establishment of newly independent states in South and
Southeast Asia, and the advent of the People’s Republic of
China in 1949. Underground Asia charts the story of a contest
between imperialism and its most dedicated, and often violent,
opponents as it was fought across the globe from the 1920s
to the 1940s. It seeks to explain why Communist revolution
eventually triumphed in some countries of Asia and not others.
And it suggests how the consequences of this struggle shape
Asia’s destiny to this day.
Tim Harper is Reader in Southeast Asian and Imperial History at
Cambridge University. He has published widely on the histories
of Southeast Asia, empire and global connections, and is the
author (with Christopher Bayly) of a two-volume account of the
Second World War and its aftermath in South and Southeast
Asia: Forgotten Armies: The Fall of British Asia and Forgotten Wars:
The End of Britain’s Asian Empire, both published by Penguin.
Praise for Forgotten Wars:
‘Authoritative’ – New Yorker
‘A compelling book... An extraordinary cast of characters
populate Forgotten Wars.’ – Wall Street Journal
‘This is a “must read” for those interested in histories of British
imperialism and decolonization in Asia and those who would
like an introduction to the comparative regional histories of
nation-states in Southeast Asia after 1945.’ – Journal of British
Studies
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Difficult Women:
An Imperfect History of Feminisim
Helen Lewis

A major new history of feminism
In the last century, feminism has won big victories. But it still feels
too often like a movement without a history. Perhaps that’s not
surprising: many prominent feminists, such as Labour’s Harriet
Harman, deplore the whole idea of “role models”. The school
curriculum doesn’t help, with the fight for the vote reduced to a
scant paragraph in the history syllabus. And there are hundreds
of women whose contribution to our past has been dismissed,
downgraded or deliberately erased - sometimes by feminists
themselves, who demand perfection from their foremothers.
But just as well-behaved women don’t make history, neither do
polite, compliant ones. You might not like some of the Difficult
Women you meet in these pages, but you should be grateful
to them.

UK: On submission
UK Editor: N/A
US Rights: DHA (AMG)
Primary Agent: AMG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (N/A)
Additional Info:
Extent - 320 pages
Illustrations - TBC
Material Available - Proposal due
October 2017
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

This book will celebrate women who looked at the conditions of
their time and decided to fight them - often at huge personal
cost. It will show how outsiders and misfits drove the women’s
movement, by combining archival research, interviews and
narrative to bring to life the struggle for the right to vote, to get
educated and to be safe – struggles which are still not over.
Rigorous but not preachy, funny but not flippant, it will reclaim
women’s history – and suggest where the fight must go next

Helen Lewis is deputy editor of the New Statesman, and has
also written for the Guardian among other journals. She was
educated at Oxford University and London’s City University.
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Our Boys
Helen Parr

An astonishing insight into the reality of combat
Helen Parr was just seven years old when her uncle, a 19-yearold soldier in the Parachute Regiment, was killed in the final
hours of the Falklands War. It was, as she writes, ‘the biggest
story of my childhood’. Now a historian, she has combined
personal interest with professional detachment to explore the
Paras’ experience of that conflict, producing what is destined
to become a landmark book in the literature of war.
What is it really like to meet an enemy who is set on killing you?
How do you manage your fear? What is it like to kill?

Exploring these perennial military questions against the specific
experience of the Paras in the Falklands War, and drawing
on extraordinarily revealing, original testimony from veterans,
UK: Allen Lane (Penguin) - September Helen Parr shows not just the unique ethos of the Parachute
Regiment but sheds fascinating new light on post-war Britain.
2018
UK Editor: Simon Winder
US Rights: DHA (AMG)
Primary Agent: AMG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Dr Helen Parr is a Senior Lecturer specialising in post-war British
history at Keele University. She studied at Cambridge and
Queen Mary, University of London, where she took her Ph.D.
Before moving to Keele she was a Tutorial Fellow in International
History at LSE.

Additional Info:
Extent - approx 100,000 words
Illustrations - YES (black and white)
Material Available - Copyedited
manuscript due October 2017
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - English Agency Japan
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The Shogun’s Silver Telescope
Timon Screech

UK: On submission
UK Editor: N/A
US Rights: DHA (JW)
Primary Agent: JW
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
Additional Info:
Extent - 236 pages
Illustrations - YES (plate sections)
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript

The exchange of art and ideas through voyages to Asia
from England in the 1600’s
This is a book about early English voyages to Asia and how after
a number of false starts, (in which they encountered India and
Malaysia) in 1613 they arrived in Japan, the end of the world.
The East India Company was in its infancy and the aim was
trade. It became in time the world’s largest commercial body,
virtually a mini-state (some would say rogue state), with its own
armies, currency and territories. Japan was imagined as the site
of the most massive and lucrative trade, being so rich, so large
and so developed. Trade was the raison d’etre but the byproduct was the beginning of a definition of self, in response to
the ‘other’; an anti-image that allows us to define ourselves. This
book is concerned with the means by which encounter with
foreignness, and with the need to promote oneself to foreigners,
conversely, invented and constructed an English self.
Timon Screech is Professor of the History of Art at SOAS, University
of London. He has written many books on the culture of Japan’s
Early Modern, or Edo Period, and is widely known as a speaker
on Japanese art and history. His first book, The Lens Within the
Heart: The Western Scientific Gaze and Popular Imagery in
Later Edo Japan (Curzon, 2002) remains in print after 15 years.
His best-known work is Sex and the Floating World: Erotic Images
in Japan, 1700-1820 (2nd ed, 2009). He is currently completing
The Oxford History of Japanese Art . His writings have been
translated into French, Korean, Polish and Romanian.

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - English Agency Japan
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A Honeybee Heart Has Five Openings
Helen Jukes

A memoir about the transformative power of keeping bees for
fans of Annie Dillard, Kathleen Jamie and Richard Mabey
Helen is about to turn 30, her life feels disconnected; she’s
single, itinerant, has no roots, her work environment is toxic. But
something is buzzing in the back of her mind and she decides
to set up a hive in her garden. She has to wait until the spring
to collect the bees but already her life starts to shift... ‘Cracks of
time open at either end of my day...I am still going to work and
running around doing all of the things I was doing before, but
now a new space opens like a slim gully flowing slightly to one
side of the rest of life’.

UK: Scribners (Simon & Schuster) - 1st
June 2018
UK Editor: Rowan Cope
US Rights: DHA (JW)
Primary Agent: JW
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
Additional Info:
Extent - 200 pages
Illustrations - YES (line drawings at
chapter openings)
Material Available - Edited
manuscript
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - English Agency Japan

Bees see more blue than humans, which is why many flowers
have blue and purple colors. She starts to see the blues around
her, the lavender bush outside the door, the napkin beside her
plate, a man’s watch strap, the bottle top skittering over the
pavement. In ancient cultures bees were seen as messengers,
able to pass between realms. When you start looking for bees,
you realise how important they have been far back in our
history. Pliny calls honey the saliva of stars. They were our first
domestic species, 6,000 years ago, but they’ve never actualy
been domesticated. Today they are still as wild as ever.
This book is a year of a life opening up, unfolding, blossoming,
to the sound of bees.
Helen Jukes writes for Caught by the River, BBC Wildlife,
Resurgence magazine, Backroad Journal, The Junket, and
LITRO. She has been awarded the Skaftfell Artists Residency,
Iceland, and the Alde Valley Festival Writing Residency.
Helen has a Psychology BSc from Nottingham University and
an MA in Post Colonial Studies from Goldsmiths College she
now works with charities; Crisis, Age UK, Index on Censorship,
Complicite, and the Pitt Rivers Museum – developing various
creative projects from prisons to primary schools.
Helen lives in the Wye Valley and regularly delivers sessions on
behalf of the Bee Friendly Trust, a London-based charity she set
up with Luke Dixon.
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Life in the Garden
Penelope Lively

‘The two central activities in my life - alongside writing have been reading and gardening’
Penelope Lively has always been a keen gardener. This book
is partly a memoir of her own life in gardens: the large garden
at home in Cairo where she spent most of her childhood, her
grandmother’s garden in a sloping Somerset field, then two
successive Oxfordshire gardens of her own, and the smaller
urban garden in the North London home she lives in today.
It is also a wise, engaging and far-ranging exploration of gardens
in literature, from Paradise Lost to Alice in Wonderland, and of
writers and their gardens, from Virginia Woolf to Philip Larkin.

UK: Fig Tree - 2nd November 2017
UK Editor: Juliet Annan
US: Viking - May 2018
US Editor: Caroline Desanti
Primary Agent: LK
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)
Additional Info:
Extent - 166 pages
Illustrations - YES (black and white line
drawing chapter headings by Katie
Scott)
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript

Penelope Lively is the author of many prize-winning novels
and short-story collections for both adults and children. She
has twice been shortlisted for the Booker Prize: once in 1977
for her first novel, The Road to Lichfield, and again in 1984 for
According to Mark. She later won the 1987 Booker Prize for
her highly acclaimed novel Moon Tiger. Penelope now has six
grandchildren and lives in London.
Praise for Ammonites & Leaping Fish:
‘Elegant and thoughtful […] One of the finest novelists writing in
Britain today.’- The Saturday Times Magazine
‘Beautifully observed.’ - Vogue
‘A fascinating portrait not only of the author but of the times
through which she has lived […] sharp, unsentimental and
ruefully funny.’ - Daily Telegraph

All Titles and Previous Publishers
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
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Fallout
Fred Pearce

An exploration into landscapes permanently changed by
nuclear energy or weapons
A series of visits to landscapes all over the world that have been
permanently changed by the presence of nuclear energy or
weapons, many of which – Sellafield, Fukushima, Chernobyl,
Hiroshima, Bikini Atoll – are now synonymous with their nuclear
history. Combining trenchant investigative reporting with an
authoritatively scientific perspective, Pearce will tell a gripping
story of human ingenuity and human error, exposing the state
cover-ups that followed many of the disasters, as well as
addressing what lessons we can learn from the past and the
potential for safe power in the future.

UK: Granta - March 2018
UK Editor: Laura Barber
US Rights: Beacon - Autumn 2018
US Editor: Amy Caldwell
Primary Agent: JW
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)

Fred Pearce has reported on environment, science and
development issues from 67 countries over the past 20 years. He
has been environment consultant of New Scientist magazine
since 1992 and writes regularly for the Guardian and Mail on
Sunday. He won a lifetime achievement award for his journalism
from the Association of British Science Writers in 2011, and was
voted UK Environment Journalist of the Year in 2001. Fred is a
frequent lecturer and broadcaster, having spoken on all six
continents in the past four years.

His books have been translated into 16 languages and won a
number of prizes, including the Peter Kent Conservation Book
Additional Info:
Award. When the Rivers Run Dry was listed among the all-time
Extent - 200 pages
Top 50 Sustainability Books by the University of Cambridge’s
Illustrations - NO
Programme for Sustainable Leadership. His other books include
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript. Copy- edited manuscript Confessions of an Eco Sinner, which was longlisted for the
Samuel Johnson Prize (2008) Earth: Then and Now, The Last
due October 2017
Generation (on climate change), Deep Jungle, The Climate
All Titles and Previous Publishers
Files, Peoplequake, Landgrabbers and The New Wild.
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Praise for Fred Pearce:
‘Fred is one of the few people that understand the world as it
really is’- James Lovelock, scientist
‘[Fred is] one of my heroes.’ - Rt. Hon John Gummer MP, former
UK environment secretary
‘Brilliant: Fred Pearce has lifted the lid on an issue that has yet to
register with most people. Anyone who cares about the fate of
the planet should read this.’ - Chris Mullin (on The Landgrabbers)
‘A stimulating read for natre lovers and conservationalists.’
- The Northern Echo (on The New Wild)
‘One of Britain’s finest science writers. He is a sceptic of the best
sort, saying nothingu until he has seen the truth of it for himself.’
- Sunday Times (on The Last Generation)
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The Chocolate Forest
Jeremy Purseglove

Saving and using the world’s wild places
Jeremy has spent his working life marrying important engineering
projects around the world with a practical understanding of
what must be done to preserve the landscape. His is the voice
of reason and the middle way in a human world hell bent on
extracting as many resources as possible at the expense of the
planet they are pillaged from. He sets out the ideas of land
management. From the chocolate forests of Trinidad to the red
roads of Africa, the orchid gardens of Singapore to the misuse of
water in Asia and peat and wheat in Britain. Jeremy explains in
beautiful, lucid prose how we can take what we need without
ruining the world.

UK: On submission
UK Editor: N/A
US Rights: DHA (JW)
Primary Agent: JW
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - YES (colour plate
sections)
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript. Edited manuscript due
September 2017
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Jeremy worked for the water industry for many years, pioneering
a new approach to the way we manage our rivers in the UK.
His book Taming the Flood (Harper Collins, 1986, re-published
2015) came out of that time as well as a television series on the
subject for the BBC that he wrote and presented. Since then he
has worked all over the world for an engineering consultancy,
integrating civil engineering schemes with the environment.
The Chocolate Forest comes out of that life’s work. He is
Visiting Professor in Engineering and Design for Sustainable
Development and the University of Hertfordshire and also
teaches at the University of Cambridge.
Praise for Jeremy Purseglove:
‘Jeremy Purseglove has a gift that is increasingly rare in these
days of scientific specialization – of joining practical wisdom
about working with nature and the land to an imaginative
appreciation of their place in our history and culture.’
- Richard Mabey
‘A pioneering and counter-culture work.’ - Oliver Rackham
‘It is a celebration of life in and around the water and it is
an eloquent plea to water engineers, to farmers and to
Government to respect that life’. - BBC Wildlife
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Vanished
Sadiah Qureshi

The first history of extinction to explore episodes of biological, ecological, human, cultural and linguistic loss in
the modern world
Species die. So do languages, and cultures, and even races.
Over 90% of all the species that have ever existed are now
extinct. But we have not always understood this as a ‘fact of
life’, or always been able to distinguish evolutionary extinctions
from those brought about by our own actions.
This fascinating and provocative book charts our growing
understanding of the idea that things – animals, plants, people
– can become extinct. From the famous dodo, the first creature
that man realised he had made extinct by his own hand, the
story takes us through the evolution of our knowledge, coming
right up to the present-day to the ‘sixth mass extinction’ and the
cutting-edge science that is exploring de-extinction, or bringing
species back to life through DNA technology.

UK: On submission
UK Editor: N/A
US Rights: DHA (AMG)
Primary Agent: AMG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (N/A)
Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - YES (TBC)
Material Available - Proposal
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Dr Sadiah Qureshi a historian of science, race and empire
and a Senior Lecturer in Modern History at the University of
Birmingham. She has a first-class honours degree in the Natural
Sciences and a Masters and Ph.D. in the History and Philosophy
of Science and Medicine from the University of Cambridge.
In 2013, her first book, Peoples on Parade: Exhibitions, Empire
and Anthropology in Nineteenth-Century Britain (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2011) was joint-winner of the Sonya
Rudikoff Award for best first book published in Victorian Studies.
In 2012, she was awarded a Philip Leverhulme Prize for Medieval,
Early Modern and Modern History from the Leverhulme Trust in
recognition of her outstanding research.

Vanished is her first book for a general audience.
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Entangled Life
Merlin Sheldrake

The hidden life of fungi told through popular science with
nature writing, natural history, cultural history and memoir
Entangled Life combines all the best bits of Peter Wohlleben’s
The Hidden Life of Trees with Ed Young’s I Contain Multitudes
and Charles Foster’s Being a Beast. It’s a book looking at one of
the most important and yet neglected organisms on our planet,
fungi, the connectors that bind life together.
Fungi are intertwined in your life at the most fundamental level;
think bread, penicillin, alcohol. Fungi are deep under the sea
and deep inside your guts. There are more bacteria in your gut
than stars in our galaxy. Fungi as lichens are the beginning of
life on land and they are also the end, fungi is decomposition.
Fungi have been called the interface organisms between life
and death.

UK: Bodley Head (Random House) Early 2020
UK Editor: Will Hammond
US: Random House - TBC
US Editor: Hilary Redmon
Primary Agent: JW
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)

Fungi are veteran survivors of ecological disruption. They
can break down oil from oil spills, or toxins in waste sites, they
can filter chemicals from polluted water. Astrobiology and
astroecology look at the persistence of life in extra-terrestrial
conditions, lichen and fungi can survive in space. Fungi are
connectors, networkers, go betweens and joiners, plants are
socially networked by fungi. Fungi’s interactions extend in a rich
and colorful diaspora across the history of life.

Rights Sold:
Simplified Chinese - Ginkgo
Dutch - Atlas Contact

This promises to be an incredibly rich book that combines
popular science with nature writing and natural history, cultural
history and memoir. It looks at the exciting breakthroughs in
fungal technology, reflects on the authors own experiences
Additional Info:
researching fungal networks and the Wood Wide Web in
Extent - approx 90,000 -100,000 words
the jungles of Panama and opens up the ways our lives are
Illustrations - YES (TBC)
intertwined with fungi in an accessible and sophisticated
Material Available - Proposal.
narrative. A book that will change the way that you think about
Unedited manuscript due January
the world and indeed, yourself.
2019
Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori

Merlin Sheldrake’s academic credentials are first class, a triple
first in Biological Sciences and a starred first in the History and
Philosophy of Science at Cambridge where he was a prize
winning scholar. He received a full scholarship for his PhD in
Tropical Ecology working with mychorrhizal fungal networks
in Panama. He has presented on a wide range of subjects to
large audiences at various highly respected universities and
research institutes and has already been asked onto radio
and television to speak about the book. Secrets of the Wood
Wide Web which featured Merlin (Robert Macfarlane, New
Yorker, 2017) went viral. He has contacts at the Guardian, The
Economist, Resurgance and the Ecologist who would like him to
write on the book.
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The Politics of Hope
Owen Jones

A timely and inspiring call for change from the neoliberal
consensus, by one of Britain’s most influential left-wing
voices
Owen Jones’ bestselling Chavs and The Establishment struck a
chord in their anatomisation of the problems that bedevil British
society: contempt for the previously revered working class, and
a system that perpetuates class division and inequality.
Now, in his eagerly anticipated third book, Jones casts his gaze
beyond UK shores to look at how people around the world are
organising themselves to bring about real change, whether at
local or national level. A book full of positivity and optimism,
The Politics of Hope tries to show that challenging a corporate,
capitalist consensus can and must offer answers as well as
chants of complaint. The revolution begins here.

UK: Allen Lane (Penguin) - May 2018
UK Editor: Thomas Penn
US Rights: Penguin
Primary Agent: AMG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (CI)
Rights Sold:
Dutch - Hollands Diep
Italian - Laterza
Spanish - Seix Barral
Korean - Book in the gap
Japanese - Umi-toTsukisha
Additional Info:
Extent - approx 100,000 words
Illustrations - TBC
Material Available - Unedited
manuscript due October 2017

Owen Jones has quickly emerged as one of the most important
commentators on contemporary British politics and society.
His first two books, Chavs and The Establishment, were both
bestsellers and have been translated into 9 languages. He is
also a columnist for the Guardian and a frequent broadcaster.

Praise for Owen Jones:
‘I’ll never look at UK class politics in the same way.’
– Naomi Klein, Guardian Books of the Year (on The Establishment)
‘The most important book on the real politics of the UK in
my lifetime, and the only one you will ever need to read.’
– Irvine Welsh (on The Establishment)
‘Superb and angry.’ – Guardian (on Chavs)
‘A work of passion, sympathy
– New York Times (on Chavs)

and

moral

grace.’

All Titles and Previous Publishers
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
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With the End in Mind
Kathryn Mannix

Stories from a lifetime of accompanying the dying
In this unprecedented book, palliative medicine pioneer
Kathryn Mannix explores the biggest taboo in our society and
the only certainty we all share: death.
Told through a series of powerful stories taken from her clinical
practice, Mannix answers the most intimate questions about
the process of dying with touching honesty and humanity.

With the End in Mind is a book for all of us: the grieving and
bereaved, ill and healthy. With at-times funny, poignant and
always wise storytelling about how people die, Mannix offers
an illuminating model for death that will transform the way we
live our lives.
UK: William Collins - 28th December
2017
UK Editor: Arabella Pike
US Publisher: Little, Brown - 16th
January 2018
US Editor: Tracy Behar
Primary Agent: AMG
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Kathryn Mannix has spent her medical career working with
people who have incurable, advanced illnesses. Starting in
cancer care, she changed career to become a pioneer of the
new discipline of palliative medicine and is now a consultant at
the Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. She is
also a qualified cognitive behavioural therapist and started the
UK’s first CBT clinic exclusively for palliative care patients. This is
her first book.

Rights Sold:
Simplified Chinese - Cheers Publishing
Complex Chinese - Commonwealth
Publishing
Danish - Don Max
Dutch - Het Spectrum
Italian - Corbaccio
Polish - Wydawnictwo JK
Portuguese in Brazil - Sextante
Spanish - Siruela
Additional Info:
Extent - 343 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Page proofs, final
files due November 2017
Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
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Centenary Celebrations 2017
2017 is the 100 year anniversary of the birth of world-renowned author and journalist,
Anthony Burgess and the award-winning science fiction author,
Arthur C Clarke
Few writers have been more versatile, or more prolific, than Anthony Burgess
(1917-1993): one of the leading novelists of his day, he was also a poet,
playwright, composer, linguist, translator and critic. Burgess wrote 33 novels;
his best known work, A Clockwork Orange, is considered a classic novel
of the 20th century. Stanley Kubrick’s 1972 film adaptation was received
with critical acclaim and has developed a cult following. Other novels
include A Dead Man in Deptford, depicting the life and death of
Christopher Marlowe, Earthly Powers, a panoramic saga of the 20th
century and The Malayan Trilogy, a comic triptych on the decolonisation
of Malaysia, partly inspired by his time working there. He also wrote
twenty-five works of non-fiction, two volumes of autobiography, three
symphonies, more than 150 other musical works, reams of journalism
and much more. He was a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature,
received honorary degrees from St Andrews, Birmingham and Manchester
universities and in France was created Commandeur des Arts et des Lettres,
the highest level of the Order.
To celebrate Anthony Burgess’s extraordinary life, the International Anthony Burgess Foundation are planning a
world-wide programme of events over the course of 2017, including Burgess-themed events at the Edinburgh
International Book Festival and an international conference on Burgess’s life and work.

Along with H G Wells and Isaac Asimov, Sir Arthur C Clarke is rightly considered
one of the founding fathers of modern science fiction. Born in Somerset in
1917, he became interested in science at an early age, constructing his first
telescope at the age of thirteen. He authored or co-authored over 100
books of science fiction and science fact, and his visions of space travel
and computing sparked the imagination of readers and scientists alike.
In 1945 he published a paper setting out his hypothesis of the principles
of satellite communication with satellites in geostationary orbits, which
led to the global satellite systems in use today.
The classic short story The Sentinel (rights DHA) formed the basis for 2001:
A Space Odyssey, which he co-wrote with Stanley Kubrick. Other novels
which received significant critical acclaim include Rendezvous with Rama,
a story of a vast alien spacecraft entering the solar system that has been
translated into more than 20 languages, Fountains of Paradise (Hugo
and Nebula award winner 1979) ,Childhood’s End, a classic of alien literature
and one of his best novels, and The City and the Stars.
He received numerous honours, including several Doctorates in science and literature, a Franklin Institute Gold
Medal and the Marconi Fellowship, and in 1998 he was knighted in the New Year’s Honours List. He died in
2008, at his home in Sri Lanka, shortly after completing his final book, The Last Theorem.

Primary Agent: DHA (GG)
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Centenary Celebrations 2018
2018 marks the 100th anniversary of the birth of classic writer,
Dame Muriel Spark
Muriel Spark originally worked as a secretary and then a poet and
literary journalist. She was completely unknown and impoverished
until she started her career as a story writer and novelist. Then
everything changed overnight. A poet and novelist, she also wrote
children’s books, radio plays, a comedy Doctors of Philosophy,
(first performed in London in 1962 and published 1963) and
biographies of nineteenth-century literary figures, including Mary
Shelley and Emily Brontë.
For her long career of literary achievement, which began in 1951,
when she won a short-story competition in the Observer, Muriel
Spark garnered international praise and many awards, which
include the David Cohen Prize for Literature, the Ingersoll T.S. Eliot
Award, the James Tait Black Memorial Prize, the Boccaccio Prize for
European Literature, the Gold Pen Award, the first Enlightenment Award
and the Italia Prize for dramatic radio.
From 1957, and the appearance of her first novel, The Comforters, she was warmly applauded
by many famous writers of the day including Evelyn Waugh, Graham Greene and W.H. Auden.
Her novel The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie was made into a play on Broadway and the West End of
London and then a famous film for which Maggie Smith won an Oscar. Muriel Spark was made a
Dame in 1993 in recognition of her services to literature. She was twice short-listed for the Booker
Prize, in 1969 for The Public Image and in 1981 for Loitering with Intent. She died on 15th April 2006,
aged 88.
The National Library of Scotland and Creative Scotland are celebrating 100 years since the birth of
Muriel Spark with a range of literary and cultural events, including a major exhibition, an international
academic conference at the University of Glasgow, two BBC documentaries and plans to publish
new editions of her work.
Praise for Muriel Spark:
‘A brilliantly psychological fugue.’ - Observer (on The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie)
‘Muriel Spark’s most celebrated novel … This ruthlessly and destructively romantic school ma’am is
one of the giants of post-war fiction.’- Independent (on The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie)
‘Spark is a natural, a paradigm of that rare sort of artist from whom work of the highest quality flows
as elementally as current through a circuit: hook her to a pen and the juice purls out of her.’ New Yorker
‘My admiration for Spark’s contribution to world literature knows no bounds. She was peerless,
sparkling, inventive and intelligent - the crème de la crème.’ - Ian Rankin
‘Muriel Spark’s novels linger in the mind as brilliant shards, decisive as a smashed glass is decisive.’
- John Updike

Primary Agent: DHA (GG)
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Film and TV News

Disobedience
by Naomi Alderman (VB)
Starring and produced by Rachel Weisz,
Directed by Sebastián Lelio
Written by Lelio and Rebecca Lenkiewicz
Premiered at Toronto film festival 2017

Being a Beast
by Charles Foster (JW)
Sovereign Films - feature film, in development
Midnight Oil Productions - Serious wildlife
documentary series, release tbc

The Rythm Section
by Mark Burnell (TE)
New Line Cinema
In development as ‘Remote Control’

The Divided Brain
(The Master and His Emissary)
by Iain McGuilchrist (AG)
Documentary produced by Matter of Fact
Media, release tbc

The Power
by Naomi Alderman (VB)
TV series in development by Sister Pictures
Written by Naomi Alderman

The Hippopotamus
by Stephen Fry (AG)
The Electric Shadow Company
Film release TBC
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Prizes
‘ELECTRIFYING!’ MARGARET ATWOOD

NAOMI ALDERMAN
‘A BIG, PAGE-TURNING, GLOBE-TROTTING THRILLER’
GUARDIAN

THE POWER BY NAOMI ALDERMAN
WINNER OF THE 2017 BAILEYS WOMEN’S PRIZE FOR FICTION
All over the world women are discovering they have the power.
With a flick of the fingers they can inflict terrible pain - even death.
Suddenly, every man on the planet finds they’ve lost control.
The Day of the Girls has arrived - but where will it end?
‘The Hunger Games crossed with The Handmaid’s Tale’ - Cosmopolitan
‘Superb. Insightful, thrilling, funny. Well-crafted, compelling, serious-minded’ - Daily Telegraph
‘Fascinating, ingenious, rattles with a furious pace. Deserves to be read by every woman (and, for that matter, every man).’ - The Times
‘Irresistible. Holds a mirror up to the here and now.’ - Mail on Sunday
‘Chilling, thrilling, a blast.’ - Financial Times
‘A shocking, thrill-a-minute story.’ - Observer
Rights sold: Complex Chinese – Locus Publishing; Croatian – Stilus Knjiga; Dutch – Atlas
Contact; French – Editions Calmann -Levy ; German – Heyne; Italian – Nottetempo Edizioni; Korean - TBC; Polish – Wydawnictwo Marginesy; Portuguese in Portugal – Saida
de Emergencia; Portuguese in Brazil - Planeta; Romanian – Storia Books; Spanish – Roca
Editorial; Thai – Solis ; Turkish – Sis Yayincilik; TV - Sister Pictures
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Sub-Agents

Bulgaria: Nika Literary Agency
China: Andrew Nurnberg Associates / Bardon Chinese Media Agency
Czech and Slovak: Kristin Olson Literarni Agentura
Hungary: Katai & Bolza
Indonesia: Maxima Creative Agency
Italy: The Italian Literary Agency
Japan: The English Agency / Tuttle-Mori
Korea: Eric Yang Agency
Poland: Anna Jarota Agency
Romania: Simona Kessler Agency
Russia: Van Lear Agency
Serbia: Plima Literary Agency
Thailand: The Silkroad Agency
Turkey: Anatolia Literary Agency
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